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Introduction
Finding the corporeal substrate of the mind constitutes one of science’s prime goals since the inception
of medicine and natural philosophy (Gross, 1998; Wassermann, 2010). The first records relating body
with brain function have been attributed to Imothep through the Edwyn-Smith papyrus circa 3000
b.c. (see e.g. Breasted, 1930; Wilkins, 1964). Despite centuries of advances studying the brain’s
composition and structure, namely neuroanatomy, its relation with cognition remains elusive. The
complexity of this programme remains hard to grasp, however, the number of discoveries has been
propelled since the second half of the XX century. This acceleration is, in great proportion, due to the
rapid development of tools, such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), to analyse the human brain
structure and function in vivo.
Relating tissue and function, despite being as ancient an enterprise as it can be, has drastically changed
its paradigm in the past 200 years. The late XIX century witnessed the development of a research
program, led by personalities such as Meynert (1867), Brodmann (1909), and von Economo et al.
(1925), which aimed at conciliating the teleological brain structure and function approach proposed
by Gall et al. (1810) and Broca (1861), with the cellular structure of the brain. Such enterprise,
grounded on Schleiden and Schwann’s cell theory and its derivative the neuron doctrine, aspired to
characterise brain function through the examination of its “indivisible” parts. The reduction of a
complex system to a set of indivisible parts and the ambition that by characterising such parts the
macroscopic organization will emerge is not an isolated idea of neuroscience. The epistemological
current of methodological reductionism has been a prevalent approach in XIX and early XX century
science. Such theory also establishes an interesting, yet arguable, hierarchy of sciences where, for
instance, chemistry can be reduced to atomic physics, or molecular biology to chemistry (Anderson,
1972). Neuroscience, like most other sciences, has, and still is, experiencing benefits from such an
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intellectual framework. An example this is the evidence that different spatial and visual representations
can be traced to single neurons representing a point in the retina or geometrical borders (see e.g. Hubel
et al., 1962; Marr, 1969; Solstad et al., 2008). However, methodological reductionism has proven to
be limited to grasp the full complexity of the mind (see e.g. Searle, 2004), or even physics (Anderson,
1972), and analyses taking into account the complex network of interactions in brain structure have
been propelled as the “novel” paradigm of connectomics (Catani et al., 2013) or, more generally,
systems neuroscience (Uddin et al., 2010).
As a counterpoint to the reductionist view, there is an emerging trend based on conceiving the human
brain as a system of interconnected components. Despite its perceived novelty, this trend is by no
means new (Catani et al., 2013). However, the shift from the meticulous study of the elemental
particles of a phenomenon towards the study of its complex systems of interactions has been common
in XX-century science, with a notable examples in statistical mechanics (Boltzmann, 1867) and systems
biology (Bertalanffy, 1928). The focus of systems biology is to address the limitations entailed by
grounding a research strategy solely on the study of molecules, cells, and pathways in isolation (De
Backer et al., 2010). In neuroscience, this can be traced to Meynert (1867) proposing the associationist
theory of brain function and (Wernicke, 1874) using a network model to capture the nature of higher
cognitive functions. However, it was not until the late XX century when neuroanatomists like Felleman
et al. (1991) proposed a network-based organization of processing in the monkey brain, and Raichle
et al. (2001) and Greicius et al. (2003) wielded network theory and functional MRI (fMRI) to coin
the term systems neuroscience. The systems view of neuroscience, which encompasses network
neuroscience (Bullmore et al., 2009) as well as connectomics (Behrens et al., 2012), is then the
expression of a general scientific program on the neuroscience community. It has produced numerous
novel ideas and conceptualizations of brain function and structure (Uddin et al., 2010; Yeo et al., 2016)
This dissertation focuses on the research I conducted since 2014, with brief mentions, when appropriate,
of preceding work. Since 2010, some of my work can be inscribed in the reductionist paradigm, as
well as some in the complex systems approach. As it is common in current neuroscience research, my
work dwells between both intellectual frameworks. From the large number of current technologies
to analyze the brain’s structure and function, this dissertation will focus on MRI. Specifically, on
dMRI (Stejskal et al., 1965), a technique that has been proposed, from the start, to statistically and
non-invasively quantify microstructure (Tanner et al., 1968; Latour et al., 1994); to trace axonal
connections (see e.g. Conturo et al., 1999; Basser et al., 2000); and to quantify the probability that
an axonal pathway connects two brain regions (see e.g. Behrens et al., 2003a; Parker et al., 2005).
diffusion weighted magnetic resonance imaging is thus, a rich tool allowing us to transit the path
between the methodological reductionist microstructural analysis of the brain tissue to the systems
view of the brain and its macrostructure. Can we go from the microstructure to cognition? Can we
use macrostructural analyses to isolate brain structures and improve early diagnoses in neurological
diseases? These are the main questions that this dissertation focuses on. Chapter 2 is centered on
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the development of dMRI-based techniques to ease the quantification of tissue microstructure in vivo.
Chapter 3 is centered on the developing methodologies to delineate the macrostructure of the brain. It
makes a specific point on when the perceived macrostructure is thought to capture the systems aspect
of microscopic brain properties, and when it is reflecting a human-based taxonomy which enables
the study of more complex phenomena. Finally, Chapter 4 shows two selected applications of the
methodologies portrayed in this dissertation, one linking tissue microstructure with cognition; one
macrostructure with early diagnosis of Huntington’s disease.

Chapter

4

2

Brain Microstructure with Diffusion
MRI
Examining cellular architecture of living tissue with dMRI was first proposed by Tanner et al. (1968)
when they used their novel protocols to examine the cellular structure of an apple and a tobacco pith.
However, the first to propose it as a tool to examine morphological characteristics of human tissue
architecture were presented simultaneously by Latour et al. (1994), where they used the short-time
behaviour of the time-dependent diffusion coefficient ansatz proposed by Mitra et al. (1993) to obtain
the average surface-to-volume ratio of human red blood cells; and by Van Gelderen et al. (1994),
who used the Gaussian phase approximation (GPA) to obtain nerve diameters in an excised rabbit leg.
Following these steps, Assaf et al. (2008) proposed AxCaliber as a method based on the narrow pulse
approximation (NPA) (Stejskal et al., 1965) to measure axonal diameters in vivo, applied to rat’s corpus
callosum. After these first proposals, numerous methods to obtain cytoarchitectural measurements in
vivo using dMRI were proposed (see e.g. Aggarwal et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2013; Avram et al., 2016)
Despite these advancements, the feasibility of obtaining microstructural, be them cyto- or myeloarchitectural, measurements from diffusion MRI, has been brought into questions. Mainly through three
main arguments: the first one, grounded in measurement theory, upholds that the signal attenuation
induced from intra-axonal water is several orders of magnitude below available MRI scanner’s signalto-noise ratio (SNR)(see e.g. Burcaw et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2017; Veraart et al., 2019); the second
one, based on inverse problem theory, is based on the degeneracy of the first family of proposed models
leading to an infinite solution space and hence uninterpretable fitted parameters (see e.g. Jelescu et al.,
2015); finally, the third one, which is microarchitecturally-based, upholds that dispersion and tortuosity
in axons void the tube-modeling paradigm (see e.g. Nilsson et al., 2012; Ronen et al., 2014).
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Two contributions are presented in this chapter, both aim at improving signal representation for dMRI.
Our first contribution adds regularization harmonic representation of the signal in when the sampling
space is gradient strength, or equivalently q-space (Fick et al., 2016a). By adding a Tikhonov/Ridge
regularisation in the harmonic space we are able to obtain two advantages: 1) cast the estimation
problem into a convex optimization one increasing the stability and precision of the representation; 2)
independently of the previously mentioned open questions in the field, we are able to reduce the dMRI
acquisition requirements for different microstructure estimation models.
Our second contribution extends the first one to the cross-product space between gradient strength and
diffusion time (Fick et al., 2018b). The addition of the diffusion time dimension enables the extraction
of finer micro- and meso-architecture traits (see e.g. Latour et al., 1994; Novikov et al., 2014). In this
contribution, we wield tools from machine learning and/or compressive sensing to tame the parameter
increase as well as the stability. Our method enables us to extract indices from the diffusion-time dMRI
signal in a reproducible manner, as well as conceive a method to reduce the prohibitive acquisition
time for such experiments (Filipiak et al., 2018).
In the following, we briefly introduce the nuts and bolts of the dMRI signal physics, followed by our
two contributions. We leave the applications of such contributions to the analysis of the relationship
between brain tissue (micro)structure and function to Chapter 4.

2.1

Background: The Diffusion MRI Signal

Diffusion encoding in MRI extends the Spin-Echo experiment proposed by Hahn (1950) and Carr
et al. (1954) by using time-dependent field gradients to characterize spin diffusion (Stejskal et al.,
1965). Through this characterization, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), and then MRI, can be
used to characterize the self-diffusion coefficient of a fluid (Stejskal et al., 1965) as well as, in the
case of restricted or hindered diffusion, the microscopic structure of where spins are confined (Tanner
et al., 1968). Specifically, the pulsed field gradient diffusion encoding, induces an attenuation E on
the T2 (Stejskal et al., 1965) or T1 (Frahm et al., 1985) decay which can be summarizes through its
dependence on the amplitude and direction of the gradient vector G, the length of the pulse, δ, and
the pulse separation ∆. For the case of free diffusion, the induced attenuation is characterized by the
simple formula (Stejskal et al., 1965):
log E(G, δ, ∆) = −(kGk2 γδ)2 (∆ − δ/3)D ∈ R,

(2.1)

with γ the gyromagnetic ratio of the spin and D the self-diffusion coefficient. However, to find closed
formulae for the case of restricted, and hindered, diffusion, even in simple geometries, more hypotheses
are required.
The first proposed approximation, currently known as narrow pulse approximation (NPA), is based on
the hypothesis that the pulse length δ is short enough, such that the contribution to the dMRI signal
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attenuation of spin diffusion during the pulse is negligible. This leads to the relationship:
¨
E(G, δ, ∆) =
ρ(r0 )P(r0 |r, ∆ − δ/3) exp [iGγδ(r − r0 )] dr0 dr

(2.2)

where r0 and r are the initial and final position of a given spin after a diffusion time ∆ − δ/3, ρ is the
probability density function of initial spin positions and P is the probability that a spin had an initial
1
position r0 given that its position after the diffusion time is r. Then, taking q = 2π
Gδγ, fixing δ, and
∆r = r − r0 , Equation (2.2) becomes (Kärger et al., 1983; Callaghan et al., 1988)
ˆ
E(q, ∆) = Er0 [P(r0 |∆r − r0 ; ∆ − δ/3)] exp(−iq∆r)d∆r
ˆ
(2.3)
= P̄(∆r; ∆ − δ/3) exp(−iq∆r)d∆r
hence E is the Fourier transform of the probability density function of net spin displacement ∆r averaged
over all initial positions r0 , namely the Fourier transform of the ensemble average propagator (EAP) P̄.
For perfectly reflecting boundaries, this expression has an analytical formulation (Tanner et al., 1968;
Callaghan et al., 1990; Cory, 1990)


Õ
D(∆ − δ/3)
Bi (q, L)
(2.4)
E(q, ∆) =
exp −βi
L2
i
where L is the characteristic length of the pore containing the spins along the direction of q, and βi
and Bi depend on the eigendecomposition of Laplace’s operator in a domain having the same shape as
the pore containing the spins.
The second approximation, known as GPA, is based on the hypothesis that δ is short enough such
that in that time most spins diffuse following a free water regime, i.e. these don’t encounter any
restriction (Murday et al., 1968; Neuman, 1973). Albeit less synthetic, this approximation agrees
better with the experimental conditions for dMRI in living tissue as the ratio between the self-diffusion
coefficient of the water in the tissue, δ, and cellular morphology is closer to the GPA hypothesis than
the NPA one (Avram et al., 2008). The GPA approximation leads, through similar modeling, to the
analytical expression for restricted geometries (Murday et al., 1968; Balinov et al., 1993; Van Gelderen
et al., 1994)
!
Õ
E(G, δ, ∆) = exp −γ 2 kGk22
Ci (D, L, δ, ∆) ,
(2.5)
i

where Ci depends on eigendecomposition of Laplace’s operator in a domain having the same shape as
the pore containing the spins.
The presented formalisms allow us to characterise boundary conditions of the diffusion signal under
fixed δ and variable {G, ∆}:
• {G ∈ R3, ∆ = 0}: When ∆ = 0 the spins have no time to diffuse and the EAP is a spike
function at the origin, i.e, P̄(∆r; ∆ = 0) = δ(∆r) with δ only here the Dirac delta function.
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Following Equation (2.3), the signal attenuation will not attenuate for any value of G, i.e.,
E(G, δ, ∆ = 0) = 1.
• {G ∈ R3, ∆ → 0}: In the limit of very short times, spins diffuse either freely or in contact
with restriction boundaries. In this case, the surface-to-volume ratio of containing pore and
self-diffusion times can be computed from the signal (Mitra et al., 1992b, 1993).
• {G ∈ R3, ∆ → ∞}: In the case of long diffusion time, only signal contributions from restricted
compartments remain (Callaghan, 1995). In this case, given infinite gradient strength, the NPA,
and some assumptions on tissue composition, q-space indices to microstructural sizes (Özarslan
et al., 2013; Fick et al., 2016b).
• {G = 0, ∆ > 0}: When there is no diffusion sensitization then E(G = 0, δ, ∆) = 1. With the
Fourier relationship in Equation (2.3), this point also corresponds to the zeroth harmonic of the
EAP, which as a probability density integrates to one.
• {G → ∞, ∆ ∈ R+ }: In the case of very strong gradients even an infinitesimally small spin
movement will attenuate the signal completely. This means that only trapped water particles
still contribute to the signal attenuation. In ex-vivo tissues, a significant signal contribution of
trapped water has been found (Alexander et al., 2010), meaning limG→∞ E(G, δ, ∆) = ftrapped
with ftrapped the trapped water volume fraction. In in-vivo tissues, this contribution has been
found to be negligible (Veraart et al., 2019), meaning limG→∞ E(G, δ, ∆) = 0.
It’s worth noting that more general approximations to the signal attenuation in simple geometries and
for generic pulse shapes have been recently developed (see e.g. Grebenkov, 2008; Grebenkov, 2009).
However, for the sake of this manuscript, the NPA and GPA will suffice as approximations for the
dMRI signal in simple geometries.

2.2

Tissue Microstructure from the dMRI signal integral operators

Since the introduction of rotationally invariant measurements by Basser et al. (1996), a large part of
the research program in dMRI has been to link the tissue structure of the living human brain with
the dMRI signal (see e.g. Song et al., 2005; Alexander, 2008; Lebel et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2013;
Novikov et al., 2014). The diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)-based measures have shown to be sensitive
but not specific enough to breach the level of detail needed for elucidating a close relationship between
tissue structure and function except in some specific cases (see e.g. Assaf et al., 2002; Wang et al.,
2011b). This lead to the birth of several alternatives based on more extensive sampling schemes of the
diffusion space (see the reviews by Fick et al., 2017; Novikov et al., 2018a). However, the predominant
take on such enterprise has been through solving ill-conditioned, and generally degeneracy-plagued,
inverse models (Novikov et al., 2018a).
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The pervasive degeneracy of inverse models for dMRI-based tissue microstructure estimation motivated
the research program that we have pursued during the past years: to access tissue microstructure measurements through forward models, specifically integral operators of the dMRI signal in q-space (see
e.g. Mitra et al., 1995; Commowick et al., 2015; Novikov et al., 2018b). The first of these to be
proposed, to the best of our knowledge, has been the RTOP. Mitra et al. (1995) defined RTOP as the
probability that after a diffusion time τ a particle returns to its origin, i.e. ∆r = 0 according to the EAP
definition in Equation (2.3). Furthermore, they showed that it is a measurement capable of quantifying
the microstructure of porous structures. The earliest proposal of using RTOP as a biomarker can be
attributed to King et al. (1994), Assaf et al. (2002), and Cohen et al. (2002), however it is only recently
that dMRI protocols enable development and application of these measurements in high-resolution
large-scale samples (see e.g. Setsompop et al., 2013). A fundamental advantage of this measure comes
from its straightforward definition
ˆ
RTOP(τ) , P̄(0; τ) =
dqE(q, τ), with τ = ∆ − δ/3 [m−3 ],
(2.6)
R3

which implies that it is computable through a numerical integral on the dMRI signal. Under proper
experimental conditions, e.g. relative maximum q with respect to the microstructure scale, RTOP is
sensitive and specific to average pore volume, surface-to-volume ratio, and connectivity (Mitra et al.,
1992a). All this, without the hassle of solving inverse models.
Recently other, less studied, measurements based on integral operators of the dMRI signal have been
proposed (e.g. Commowick et al., 2015; Novikov et al., 2018b). Of these, Özarslan et al. (2013)
proposed two derivations from RTOP: the return to axis probability (RTAP) and return to plane
probability (RTPP). Formally, for a given unitary vector r̂, these are defined as
ˆ
RTAP(τ; r̂) ,
d∆r P̄(∆r r̂; τ) [m−2 ]
(2.7)
R
ˆ
RTPP(τ; r̂) ,
d∆rP̄(∆r · r̂⊥ ; τ) s.t. r̂⊥ · r̂ = 0, k r̂⊥ k = 1 [m−1 ].
(2.8)
R2

1
is smaller than half the pore length in the r̂ direction and τ more than triples the time to
When qmax
diffuse across such length, RTAP quantifies the cross-sectional surface of the pores, e.g. the diameter
of a set of aligned tubes with principal direction r̂. For equivalent experimental conditions, RTPP
quantifies the length of these tubes if they are capped. Furthermore, mean squared displacement (MSD)
measurement, which was recently borrowed from statistical mechanics (Wu et al., 2007),
ˆ
MSD(τ) ,
d∆rP̄(∆r; τ)k∆rk22 [m2 ]
(2.9)
R3

quantifies, as its name states, the average displacement of particles for a given diffusion time τ.
To ease the requirements and reduce the noise influence of tissue microstructure estimation by means
of dMRI indices based on integral operators of the signal, we developed two signal representation
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High b-values are needed to estimate microstructural brain tissue features.
However, this estimation is hindered by low SNR and limited samples.
We show that Laplacian-Regularized MAP-MRI (MAPL) can
estimate these features from noisy, sparsely sampled data:
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Figure 2.1: Visual abstract of the first contribution. On the left, we illustrate multi-shell dMRI, where diffusionweighted images (DWIs) are measured along different gradient directions and b-values. DWIs at higher b-values
(using strong gradients) provide information on smaller details in the tissue geometry, but also have lower
SNR. We show that using Laplacian-Regularized MAP-MRI (MAPL) we can accurately estimate valuable
microstructure features from noisy, subsampled data (bottom row).

methods: one for the analysis of dMRI images sampling q-space; and one for qτ-space images. Both
are based on q-space representation of the dMRI space proposed by Callaghan et al. (1990), and based
in the NPA approximation. Despite our goal being focused on forward models, we show that our
contributions are also effective to improve inverse models.

2.3

First Contribution: Laplacian-Regularised dMRI signal representation in
q-space

We improve EAP and q-space index estimation by regularizing the coefficient estimation of the mean
apparent propagator imaging (MAP-MRI) functional basis (Özarslan et al., 2013) with the Laplacian
of the reconstructed signal. We call our Laplacian-regularized MAP-MRI approach MAPL for brevity.
In dMRI, this type of regularization has successfully been applied to several other techniques (see e.g.
Descoteaux et al., 2007). We provide a brief summary of the MAP-MRI basis in Section 2.3.1, present
our proposed Laplacian regularization in Section 2.3.2, and explain the generalized cross-validation
(GCV) method to find optimal regularization weights in Section 2.3.3. This contrubtion is summarised
in Figure 2.1.
We aim at representing the measured q-signal attenuation E(q, ∆) or E(q) for brevity as ∆ is fixed
in this case, in terms of a continuous functional basis Êc (q). Hence, we represent the attenuation in
terms of coefficients c ∈ RNcoef with Ncoef the number of coefficients. An effective representation Êc (q)
should be able to
1. closely approximate the measured q-signal attenuation,
2. smoothly interpolate between and outside the measured {q} points,
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3. and be able to reconstruct the EAP from the fitted signal.
In this work we propose to satisfy requirements 1–3 by finding the coefficients of the signal representation model and enforcing smoothness through Laplacian regularization, specifically by solving the
convex problem:
(1) Data Fidelity

z
ˆ
argminc

(2) Smoothness

{ zˆ
2
E(q) − Êc (q) 2 dq + λ
}|

R3

}|
∇q2 Êc (q)

R3

{
2
2

dq

(2.10)

subject to Êc (0) = 1
with λ and α regularization weights. As stated in Section 2.1, the boundary constraints are important
to respect the Fourier relationship between the fitted signal attenuation and the EAP. We now proceed
to describe the representation model which was proposed by (Özarslan et al., 2013) and then detail our
contribution which is the analytical Laplacian regularization.
2.3.1

MAP-MRI Functional Basis Description

MAP-MRI is a functional basis that reconstructs the EAP from the dMRI signal. It has the convenient
property that its basis functions are eigenvectors of the Fourier transform. For this reason, it can
describe both the signal and the EAP with the same coefficients as
Õ
Õ
Êc (q) =
ci ΦNi (q) and P̄(∆r) =
ci ΨNi (∆r)
(2.11)
i

i

where Ψ = IFT(Φ) and {ci } are the basis coefficients. The basis functions for the signal attenuation
and the EAP, left and right side of Equation (2.11) respectively, are given as products of three
orthogonal one-dimensional basis functions, which are known as Simple Harmonic Oscillator based
Reconstruction and Estimation (SHORE) functions Özarslan et al. (2013). For the signal attenuation
they are given as
Φn1 n2 n3 (A, q) = φn1 (u x, qx )φn2 (u y, qy )φn3 (uz, qz )
i −n −2π2 q2 u2
e
Hn (2πuq).
with φn (u, q) = √
2n n!

(2.12)

Ψn1 n2 n3 (A, ∆r) = ψn1 (u x, Rx )ψn2 (u y, Ry )ψn3 (uz, Rz )
2
2
1
e−R /(2u ) Hn (R/u)
with ψn (u, R) = √
2n+1 πn!u

(2.13)

and for the EAP as

where H is a Hermite polynomial of order n and ψ = IFT(φ). The fitting of the MAP-MRI signal basis
is then not performed in the regular “image space” – that does not change from voxel to voxel – but
in voxel-dependent “anatomical space” (Özarslan et al., 2013). In this anatomical space the q-space
vectors of the data (and therefore the data itself) has been rotated such that the main eigenvectors of an
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estimated DTI tensor (Basser et al., 1994) coincide with the axes of the Cartesian coordinate system
{x, y, z}. The eigenvalues of the DTI tensor are then used to set the stiffness of the oscillator in each
direction (i.e. {u x, u y, uz }). In this way the anisotropy of MAP-MRI’s basis functions depends on the
anisotropy of the data as estimated by a DTI tensor.
The data-dependent anisotropic scaling lies at the heart of MAP-MRI. However, if the scaling is
chosen isotropic (u x = u y = uz ) the mean apparent propagator imaging (MAP-MRI) basis corresponds
to the 3D-SHORE basis (Özarslan et al., 2013). The 3D-SHORE basis is thus a particular case of
MAP-MRI where the bases in Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13) have been rewritten as a product of a radial
oscillator and angular spherical harmonics. In the experiments of this work we will compare the
Cartesian (anisotropic) and spherical (isotropic) implementations of MAP-MRI, but in the theory here
we will only consider the ‘regular’ Cartesian implementation. We provide the derivations of scalar
measures and Laplacian regularization for the spherical implementation in (Fick et al., 2016a).
2.3.2

Closed-Form Laplacian Regularization

In this section, we provide the formulation of our proposed Laplacian-regularized MAP-MRI. We call
this approach MAPL for brevity. In MAPL, we fit MAP-MRI’s basis functions to noisy data by first
casting the coefficients into an Ncoef -dimensional vector c and the signal values in an Ndata -dimensional
vector y. Design matrix Q ∈ RNdata ×Ncoef then has elements Qi j = ΦNi (2D(∆ − δ/3), q j ), with D the
DTI tensor estimation of the signal. The coefficients c (recall Eq. (2.11)) are found by minimizing the
quantity c = argminc ky − Qck 2 + λ U(c) where λ weights our Laplacian regularization functional
ˆ
U(c) =
k∇2 Êc (q)k 2 dq
(2.14)
R3

Í
with ∇2 Ec (q) = i ci ∇2 ΦNi (q) the Laplacian of the reconstructed signal. We then express U(c) as a
summation of MAP-MRI basis functions
!2
ˆ
ˆ Õ
ÕÕ
2
ci ck
U(c) =
ci ∇ ΦNi (q) dq =
∇2 ΦNi (q) · ∇2 ΦNk (q) dq
(2.15)
R3

i

i

k

R3

where the subscripts i and k indicate the basis order of the i-th or k-th basis function ΦNi (q) =
Φn1 n2 n3 (i) (q). We write the summations in quadratic form such that U(c) = cT Uc where regularization
matrix U has elements
ˆ
Uik =
∇2 ΦNi (q) · ∇2 ΦNk (q)dq.
(2.16)
R3

We solve the coefficients of the matrix U analytically in Fick et al. (2016a). Using this formulation we
obtain the regularized MAP-MRI coefficients using penalized least squares with unique minimum:
c = (QT Q + λU)−1 QT y.

(2.17)
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2.3.3

Optimal Weighting Parameter Choice

To find optimal regularization weights λ in Eq (2.17) we use the Generalized Cross Validation (GCV)
algorithm. GCV is based on an Ndata -fold cross validation. Fortunately, the estimation of λ can be
calculated as the minimum argument of the GCV function
GCV(λ, y) =

ky − ŷλ k
Ndata − Tr(Sλ )

(2.18)

where Sλ = Q(QT Q + λU)−1 QT is the smoother matrix and ŷλ = Sλ y.
2.3.4

Experiments and Discussion

In this section we detail three most important results supporting the applicability of our technique: first,
it improves multi-shell signal reconstruction; second, it can be used as an effective preprocessing tool
for multi-compartment models; third we show that MAPL-obtained RTOP is modulated by average
cell size, in simulations and on the insular macaque cortex. For a more in-detail analysis of MAPL’s
properties, such as orientation distribution function (ODF) estimation and comparison with the state
of the art we refer the reader to our published work by Fick et al. (2016a).
MAPL Improves Signal Reconstruction
A key feature of MAP-MRI is its use of anisotropic basis functions. We analyse the performance of
MAPL as a reconstruction method, by comparing it with MAP on the SPARC phantom data (Ning
et al., 2015). In doing this we show, in Figure 2.2, that this feature indeed reduces the fitting error
for lower radial orders compared to the isotropic version of MAP-MRI (also known as 3D-SHORE).
MAPL also has a great speed advantage over positivity constrained MAP-MRI (Özarslan et al., 2013),
especially when presetting the regularization weight, see Figure 2.2(d). Isotropic MAPL is still over 4
times faster than the anisotropic implementation due to the omission of basis rotations.
MAPL Reduces The Variance in Multi-Compartment Tissue Model Estimation
To estimate microstructural tissue properties such as axonal dispersion, the signal contributions from
different tissue compartments must be considered (e.g. Zhang et al., 2013). In this work, we used
MAPL’s signal extrapolation as a preprocessing to estimate axonal dispersion and the NODDI model
from a multi-shell protocol at fixed diffusion time ∆ − δ/3.
For this we take the bmax = 10, 000s/m2 dataset from the human connectome project (HCP) database (Sotiropoulos et al., 2013) and estimate the NODDI model with and without MAPL preprocessing on three sections
of the corpus callosum. We use the dataset up to bmax = 10, 000s/m2 as ground truth and we analyse
the results as we reduce bmax and the number of dMRI q-shells.
Our results on the estimation of axonal dispersion (ODI) using NODDI and MAPL + NODDI are
given in Figure 2.3 and Table 2.3. We observe that increasing the maximum b-value increases the
average ODI estimation (by about 1–1.5 standard deviations per jump in b-value) while leaving its
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Figure 2.2: The mean squared error of the reconstructed signal with respect to the ground truth signal. A
separation is made for voxels containing one fiber (a), two crossing fibers (b) or isotropic diffusion (c). In (d)
the computation time in seconds for every regularization method is given.

standard deviation relatively stable. At the same time in restricted volume fraction also increases
(result not shown). When we repeat the same experiment using synthetic data with known ground
truth ODI and restricted volume fraction we find the same effect with increasing b-value, but that the
results at bmax = 3, 000 s/mm2 are closest to the ground truth (result not shown). It is possible that the
combination of lower SNR at higher b-values or the sampling scheme cause this effect, but from the
results here we cannot point to the exact cause.
When we enhance the estimation using MAPL + NODDI the results change in two ways: (1) The ODI
estimation stabilizes over b-value around bmax = 5, 000 s/mm2 result for NODDI and (2) the standard
deviation decreases between 25% to 50%. The mean ODI between different sections often comes
closer together, but this is in proportion to the decrease in standard deviation. We also find a slightly
decreased estimation of the restricted volume fraction compared to NODDI (result not shown).
Overall, these results are meant as an initial exploration into the use of regularised functional basis
approaches such as MAPL as a complementary technique to multi-compartment tissue models, rather
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Figure 2.3: The estimated axonal dispersion using either only NODDI (red) or our MAPL + NODDI method
(green) on subject 6 of the MGH-HCP data. The estimation of done for different maximum b-values and
sections of the Corpus Callosum. The black dotted line is the reference reconstruction using the full data with
bmax = 10, 000 s/mm2 . Our combined approach always has a lower standard deviation than the regular NODDI
approach.

than a competing technique. Reducing the variability of tissue parameter estimation in this way could
increase the statistical power of population tests and the clinical applicability of this approach should
be investigated in further studies.
A raising trend in microstructure characterisation has been proposed by Burcaw et al. (2015) among
others, who showed that when estimating the axon diameter using multiple diffusion times it is
necessary to take into account the time-dependence of the extra-axonal diffusion signal, which biases the
estimation even at the long diffusion time limit. Mesoscopic effects, i.e. effects of spatial arrangement,
as well as correlations and structural disorder in axon packing should also be considered. To overcome
the limitation of MAP-MRI with respect to fitting multiple diffusion times, we proposed an extension of
MAP-MRI that is able to simultaneously represent the diffusion signal over both q-space and diffusion
time which we present in the next section (Fick et al., 2018a).
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Table 2.3: Tables of estimated axonal dispersion values for 6 subjects of the MGH-HCP data set. Estimates are made on the same segmentations
of the Corpus Callosum as Figure 11, using either NODDI or our MAPL + NODDI hybrid.
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RTOP is sensitive to neuronal size
To assess that dMRI and RTOP, in our experimental conditions, is sensitive to the presence of
Von Economo neuron (VEN) and pyramidal neurons, we show analytically, through morphometric
modelling simulations, and in an animal model, that the dMRI signal at the acquisition parameters of
clinical and pre-clinical MRI scanners, and specifically the HCP acquisition parameters, furthermore
that its decay scales with the soma’s internal volume.
To assess the feasibility of obtaining a measurement related to neuronal size we performed a theoretical
analysis. We analyzed the raw dMRI signal RTOP on VEN and pyramidal neurons. For this, we used
the GPA model introduced in Section 2.1 to simulate dMRI acquisitions within a sphere in order to
investigate whether the raw dMRI signal and RTOP are sensitive to the presence of large neurons. We
assumed two samples of spherical volumes in agreement to the measurements by Evrard et al. (2012)
of neuronal somas within the human fronto-insular cortical area: 15, 347 ± 2, 954 µm for VEN, and
5, 226 ± 1, 401 µm for pyramidal neurons. To simulate scenarios close to our human experimental data
from HCP, we chose dMRI protocol using a gradient pulse length (δ) of 10.4 ms and separation (∆)
of 43.1 ms. For each soma we simulated two dMRI acquisitions, using 500 gradient strengths each, of
Gmax = 40 mT/m (b-value = 509 s/mm2), corresponding to clinical scanners, and of Gmax = 97 mT/m
(b-value = 3000 s/mm2), corresponding to the pre-clinical scanner used in the HCP protocol.
We found that at Gmax = 40 mT/m the direction-averaged dMRI signal Emax at maximum gradient
strength was − ln Emax = 0.46 ± 0.05, indicating a signal decay of 36 ± 3% for large VEN-like neurons
and − ln Emax = 0.20 ± 0.04, i.e. 20 ± 4% decay for pyramidal-like neurons. This shows that at a
clinically realistic SNR of 20, or even at 10, both types of neurons will induce a detectable change
in the dMRI signal. Furthermore, when looking the RTOP simulation results showing a RTOP of
1.51 ± 0.05 times that of free water for large VENs and an RTOP of 1.74 ± 0.05 times that of free water
for pyramidals, the difference between these two measurements is an order of magnitude larger than the
measurement variance, showing that the RTOP measurements are characteristic of each population.
We have also complemented these results with numerical simulations on 3-dimensional models of
digitized neurons from histology adding to the evidence that RTOP is modulated by neuronal cell size
in conditions akin to those of the HCP 1,200 diffusion dataset (Wassermann et al., 2018, Menon et al.,
submitted).
RTOP captures known microstructural features of the insular cortex in macaques
Because of the paucity of histological data from the human cortex, we then sought to determine whether
in vivo measurements using RTOP can reveal known microstructural features of the macaque brain.
Recently, Evrard et al. (2012) have provided a detailed account of the macaque insula architecture
which can be summarized as follows: agranular areas contain VENs, the largest neurons in brain
tissue, but no granule cells, some of the smallest neurons in brain tissue. Granular insula regions
have a large number of granule cells but few, if any, VENs. Histological studies in the macaque
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brain have shown that VENs are on average 50% and 70% larger than local pyramidal neurons and
are concentrated within lateral agranular insula (Ial). Consequently, we predicted that compared to
granular insular cortex, RTOP values would be lower in agranular insula, reflecting the presence of
large neurons such as the VENs. while granular insula regions have a large number of granule cells
but few, if any, VENs. Histological studies in the macaque brain have shown that VENs are on average
50% and 70% larger than local pyramidal neurons and are concentrated within lateral agranular insula
(Ial). Consequently, we predicted that compared to granular insular cortex, RTOP values would be
lower in agranular insula, reflecting the presence of large neurons such as the VENs.
To test this hypothesis, we scanned two male rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta, ages = 4 yrs, body
weights = 5.6/6.8 kg). For all scan sessions, animals were first sedated with ketamine (10mg/kg
IM) and maintained with isoflurane gas (2.5-3.0%) using an MR-compatible anesthesia workstation
(Integra SP II, DRE Inc, Louisville KY). Data were collected to resemble the HCP dMRI protocol as
close as possible. Specifically, we acquired the whole brain on a Siemens 3T MAGNETOM Prisma (80
mT/m @ 200 T/m/s gradient strength) using a surface coil (11cm Loop Coil; Siemens AG, Erlangen
Germany) secured above the head. Nine T1-weighted volumes were collected for averaging to obtain
a high-quality structural volume and diffusion images were acquired using a double spin-echo EPI
readout pulse sequence. Four datasets of 271 gradient directions were collected using a monopolar
gradient diffusion scheme with b values distributed optimally across 3 spherical shells. All macaque
MRI data will be/is publicly available on the NKI PRIMatE Data Exchange database. The T1-weighted
images were registered to the D99 atlas (Saleem et al., 2007) through the NMT—NIMH Macaque
Template allowing the subdivision of the insula into granular, dysgranular, and agranular areas along
with smaller subdivisions of each parcel. RTOP was computed using MAPL and normalised on each
monkey using average ventricular RTOP following the Mitra et al. (1995) convention for unitless
RTOP.
We found that RTOP values are indeed significantly lowest in the Ial in both right and left hemispheres,
with more prominent effects in the right hemisphere where the right Ial had the lowest values compared
to the rest of the right insular cortex. In the left insular cortex, the lowest values of RTOP were found in
the Ial, agranular insula (Ia) and posterior-medial agranular insula (Iapm), the three agranular regions
(Ia, Iapm, Ial) which adjoin each other (Figure 2.4). These findings are consistent with histological
findings that the agranular cortex contains a greater population of VEN cells and a smaller population
of small granule cells (Evrard et al., 2012). The presence of larger VENs increases the average cell
size, thus decreasing restriction on the diffusion of water molecules, thereby resulting in lower RTOP
values. Taken together, our analysis of the macaque brain provides new evidence that RTOP is sensitive
to the presence of VENs and, critically, that it reflects the known cytoarchitectonic organization of the
primate insular cortex ().
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Figure 2.5: Visual Abstract of the second contribution. On the left we show a schematic representation of a
four-dimensional qτ-acquisition, varying over gradient strength, directions and diffusion time. Our qτ-dMRI
approach represents the qτ-diffusion signal using a functional Fourier basis. This allows for the analytic
reconstruction of the time dependent Ensemble Average Propagator (EAP). From the EAP, we can then estimate
time-dependent q-space indices, that we call qτ-indices. We do an in-vivo test-retest study in the corpus callosum
of two mice, showing good reproducibility of estimated qτ-indices.

2.4

Second Contribution: Regularised dMRI signal representation in q-space
and diffusion time

Probing brain tissue structure with time-dependent properties of the dMRI signal is gaining momentum
in the dMRI community (see e.g. Burcaw et al., 2015; De Santis et al., 2016; Ning et al., 2017). Yet,
effectively representing the four-dimensional dMRI signal, varying over three-dimensional q-space and
diffusion time, is still challenging. To specifically represent the dMRI signal in this qτ-space, which
has been coined by (Novikov et al., 2018a), we propose a qτ-functional basis approach, enriched with
machine learning-typical regression models, that we appropriately refer to as “qτ-dMRI” (Fick et al.,
2018b). As the main contribution, qτ-dMRI provides the framework to, without making biophysical
assumptions, represent the qτ-space signal and estimate time-dependent q-space indices (qτ-indices)
and reduce the requirements of acquitisiton protocols. Our approach synthetised in Figure 2.5
We generalise our approach presented in Section 2.3 to represent the measured qτ-signal attenuation
E(q, τ) in terms of a continuous functional basis Êc (q, τ) where τ = ∆ − δ/3 is the diffusion time.
Taking the same approach, we represent the attenuation in terms of coefficients c ∈ RNc with Nc the
number of coefficients. As our functional basis has to cover one more dimention and the number
of samples is limited, we add a sparsity goal to our previous formulation of effective representation,
which needs to:
1. closely approximate the measured qτ-signal attenuation,
2. smoothly interpolate between and outside the measured {q, τ} points,
3. have a sparse representation in c,
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4. and be able to reconstruct the EAP from the fitted signal.
Requirements 1–3 are described in Equation (2.19) such that
¨
argminc

(1) Data Fidelity

(2) Smoothness

Sparsity
}|
{  (3)z}|{
}|
{ z
z
2

2
 2
Êc (q, τ)
+ αkck1
dqdτ E(q, τ) − Êc (q, τ) + λ ∇qτ

(2.19)

R+ R3

subject to Êc (0, τ) = Êc (q, 0) = 1
where λ and α regularization weights. This formulation is inspired by the Elastic-Net regularization
strategy (Zou et al., 2005), which has been adapted to neuroimaging (Grosenick et al., 2013), and is
closely related to compressive sensing (Filipiak et al., 2018). As stated in Section 2.1, the boundary
constraints are important to respect the Fourier relationship between the fitted signal attenuation and
the EAP.
The Fourier relationship, shown above as the fourth condition, follows from our choice of a functional
basis for q-space that is also a Fourier basis. More formally, by choosing a Fourier basis, the following
condition is met:

P̂c (∆r; τ) = Fq−1 Êc (q, τ) .
(2.20)
This means that once the coefficients c are fitted we immediately also obtain the EAP representation.
Functional Basis Signal Representation
We represent the qτ-signal using an orthogonal basis that allows for the implementation of all our
previously stated requirements. As we assume the NPA, see Section 2.1, we represent the combined
space Êc (q, τ) using the cross-product between the spatial basis Φ(q), presented in Section 2.3 and a
temporal basis T(τ) as
Êc (q, τ) =

Nq Õ
Nτ
Õ
i

cik Φi (q) Tk (τ),

Nq Nτ = Nc

(2.21)

k

where Nq and Nτ are the maximum expansion orders of each basis, and cik weights the contribution of
the ik th basis function to Êc (q, τ).
To implement the representation presented in Equation (2.21), we extend the regularised MAPL method
introduced in Section 2.3 to encompass the representation of time-dependent decay. We use the MAPL
basis as it neatly fulfills all four previously stated requirements; (1) being an orthogonal basis, it can
accurately represent any signal over q using few coefficients; (2) it allows imposing smoothness using
analytic Laplacian regularization (Fick et al., 2016b); and (3) MAP is a Fourier basis.
To derive the temporal basis, we study the limiting cases of the diffusion signal described in Section 2.1
for the behaviour of the diffusion signal over varying τ. Specifically: the attenuation is an exponential
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decay for pure free, i.e. Gaussian; and diffusion and converges to a constant for diffusion in restricted
geometries. An appropriate functional basis to represent the signal over τ should therefore be able
to represent signal profiles between these two boundary cases with relatively few coefficients. We
chose to use a product of the negative exponential and a Laguerre polynomial L p , which together form
an orthogonal basis over τ, as it can quickly capture the negative exponential nature of the temporal
diffusion signal. The temporal basis we choose is then
Tp (τ, ut ) = exp(−ut τ/2)L p (ut τ)

(2.22)

with basis order p and temporal scaling factor ut . Specifically, the zeroth order is a pure exponential
function and higher orders use the oscillating Laguerre polynomials to represent non-exponential
aspects of the signal. Given enough coefficients, this time basis is able to represent any temporal
diffusion signal without making assumptions on the underlying tissue structure. We study how many
coefficients we actually need to represent the complete qτ-signal in (Fick et al., 2018a).
For the rest of this work we will linearize the ordering of our qτ-basis such that we use one basis index
i with notation
Nc
Nc
Õ
Õ
Êc (q, τ) =
ci Ξi (q, τ, 2Dτ, ut ) =
ci Φ M(i) (q, 2Dτ) Tp(i) (τ, ut ).
(2.23)
i

i

where M(i) and p(i) are the mapping functions from i to the corresponding indices in Equation (2.21).
The qτ-EAP can be reconstructed using MAP’s Fourier properties (Özarslan et al., 2013). The
Fourier transform only concerns the q-space, so the EAP is found simply by switching Φ(q, 2Dτ) in
Equation (2.23) by its Fourier transform Ψ(∆r, 2Dτ) in Equation (2.13).
Analytic Laplacian Regularization
We impose smoothness in the qτ-signal reconstruction by using the squared norm of the Laplacian of
the reconstructed signal. In dMRI, this type of regularization has successfully been applied to several
other techniques (see Fick et al., 2016a, and the references therein). We define the Smoothness term in
Equation (2.19) as Laplacian functional U(c) as
¨
2
 2
U(c) =
∇qτ Êc (q, τ) dqdτ
(2.24)
where, due to our choice of basis, the Laplacian of the reconstructed signal can be estimated as
2 Ê (q, τ) = Í c ∇2 Ξ (q, τ, 2Dτ, u ). Equation (2.24) can be further rewritten in quadratic form as
∇qτ
c
t
i i qτ i
T
U(c) = c Uc with elements
¨
2
2
Uik =
∇qτ
Ξi (q, τ, 2Dτ, ut ) · ∇qτ
Ξ k (q, τ, 2Dτ, ut )dq dτ
(2.25)
where the subscript ik indicates the ik th position in the regularization matrix. We use the orthogonality
of the basis functions (standard inner product on [0, ∞]) to compute the values of the regularization
matrix to a closed form depending only on the basis orders and scale factors. For brevity here, we
don’t provide the formulation of U and refer the interest reader to Fick et al. (2018b).
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Coefficient Estimation from qτ-Signal
To represent the qτ-signal E(q, τ) in terms of a sparse coefficient vector c as y = Qc +  where y ∈ RNy
are the signal values with Ny the number of samples, Q ∈ RNy ×Nc the observation matrix with elements
Qi j = Ξ j (qi, τi, 2Dτ, ut ) and  ∈ RNy the acquisition noise. We frame the numerical implementation
of our approach in the same way as we did continuously in Equation (2.19):
(1) Data Fidelity

(2) Smoothness

(3) Sparsity

z }| { z }| {
z }| {
2
T
2
argminc ||y − Qc||2 + λ||c Uc||2 + α||c||1

(2.26)

subject to Q{q=0,τ>0} c = 1
where we described the Smoothness term in Section 2.4. The Sparsity term and constraints are imposed
by framing our problem as a convex optimization using the open-source package CVXPY (Diamond
et al., 2016). Note that we only impose the first Êc (q = 0, τ) constraint as this is the only one that
influences qτ-index estimation. The second Êc (q, τ = 0) constraint is irrelevant as no diffusion takes
place when τ = 0. We find optimal values for regularization weights α and λ using cross-validation
and implemented the surrounding code infrastructure inside the DiPy framework (Garyfallidis et al.,
2014). In fact, the entire qτ-dMRI framework for regularized coefficient and qτ-index estimation is
available at DiPy. We provide the detailed fitting procedure in Fick et al. (2018b).
2.4.1

Experiments and Discussion

In this section we detail two most important results supporting the applicability of our technique: first,
it improves multi-shell signal reconstruction; second, it can be used as an effective preprocessing tool
for multi-compartment models. For a more in-detail analysis of our contribution and comparison with
the state of the art we refer the reader to our published work by Fick et al. (2015, 2018a) and Filipiak
et al. (2018).
To assess the capabilities and reproducibility of our method in-vivo we performed test-retest diffusion
spin echo acquisitions of two C57Bl6 wild-type mice. We show a sagittal cross-section of the fractional
anisotropy (FA) map of the four data sets and the acquisition scheme in Figure 2.6. We drew a region
of interest in the corpus callosum of each data set for our experiments.
Combined Laplacian and `1 regularization provides robustness to noise and subsampling
We compared the fitting error of our combined regularization strategy with that of other regularization
approaches. In Figure 2.7, we showed that imposing both signal smoothness through Laplacian
regularization and signal sparsity using the `1 -norm produces the lowest fitting error for any number
of samples. Using only Laplacian regularization as in Fick et al. (2015) produces higher fitting errors
when fewer than 200 samples are fitted, but performs similarly otherwise. Our combined regularization
scheme can be seen as a modification to Elastic-Net regularization (Zou et al., 2005) along the same
lines as GraphNet (Grosenick et al., 2013). Similar to their approach, we modify `2 -norm penalty term
in the Elastic-Net to use the norm of the Laplacian of the measured signal. Our approach differs from
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Figure 2.6: left: the 35 shell qτ-diffusion acquisition using a spin echo sequence. Every group of point
represents a shell with uniformly spread DWIs on the sphere and one b0 image. The contours represent b-value
isolines, given as b = G2 δ2 γ 2 (∆ − δ/3), whose values are given in the colorbar. The slight spread is due to
field inhomogeneities in the in-vivo acquisition and are not present in the synthetic simulations. Right: FA
illustrations of the test-retest mice with in red the region of interest (ROI) voxels in the corpus callosum.

Figure 2.7: Regularized fitting error of our model while randomly subsampling the data from 400 to 100 fitted
DWIs. We broke the y-axis into two parts. The top part uses log-scaling to show the much higher fitting error
of unregularized qτ-dMRI. The bottom part uses regular scaling and shows our much lower regularized fitting
error. For the regularized result, we see that the fitting error is robust to subsampling for all data sets.

theirs in that the coefficients in qτ-dMRI represent the Eigenfunctions of the signal and EAP, while
those of GraphNet are discrete measurements of graph connectivity. This allows for the closed-form
estimation of the Laplacian in the qτ-space, as we illustrate in Fick et al. (2018b).
Estimation of qτ-indices is reproducible in-vivo
We tested the reproducibility of qτ-index estimation on two test-retest diffusion Spin Echo acquisitions
of C57B16 wild-type mice. We selected an ROI in the corpus callosum (Figure 2.6) to limit our
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Figure 2.8: Mean and 0.75×Standard deviation of the MSD (top) and RTOP, RTAP and RTPP (bottom) in the
corpus callosum for the test and retest data (red and green) of both subjects. We used a 0.75 multiplier to better
separate index groups. For comparison, the gray tones show MSD isolines for different free diffusion coefficients.
In subject 1 the test-retest indices overlap closely for every metric, indicating excellent reproducibility. Subject
2 shows similar overlap for q-space indices, but for MSD.
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Figure 2.9: Log-log plots of mean MSD (top) and mean return probabilities (bottom) of both Test Subjects. The
dashed lines are the index values for free Gaussian diffusion with diffusivities chosen such that the estimated and
Gaussian index values of Subject 1 start at the same place. Power-laws of the form y = ax k show as straight lines
in log-log plots. In Subject 1, notice that the estimated MSD starts close to Gaussian and then slowly diverges at
longer τ. Similarly, the RTPP, describing parallel diffusion, is almost completely Gaussian over diffusion time.
RTAP1/2 has a non-Gaussian slope from the start, and RTOP has non-Gaussianity between RTAP1/2 and RTPP.
The trends between subjects are very similar, but differ slightly in MSD and RTPP.

study to anisotropic white matter with minimal axonal dispersion effects (see e.g. Ronen et al., 2014;
Palombo et al., 2018). We acquired anisotropic voxels to improve the SNR at high gradient strengths
and diffusion times. Fitting qτ-dMRI to the in-vivo data produced results that are in agreement with
the synthetic experiments; both the fitting error and qτ-index trends are similar (Figures 2.7 and 2.8).
Of particular interest is Figure 2.8, where we plot the test-retest values of MSD, RTAP, RTOP and
RTPP over diffusion time. The isolines in the background, representing the q-space index value for
free diffusion with varying diffusivity, shows that qτ-dMRI q-space trends are actually picking up on
diffusion restriction over diffusion time. For different indices we find different levels of restriction over
time. This is particularly clear in the log-log plots in Figure 2.9. In log-log plots, power-laws of the
form Index(τ) ∝ τ k show as straight lines with slope k. Gaussian diffusion will therefore always have
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the same slope regardless of the diffusivity. We can clearly see that the slope of RTPP the steepest and
is nearly parallel to that of Gaussian diffusion, while the slope of RTAP is the shallowest, showing the
most restriction.
Our qτ-dMRI representation is an effective tool for acquisition sequence design
The main goal of our final study (Filipiak et al., 2018) is to develop a method to find samplings scheme
that maximizes the accuracy of signal representation and satisfies given time constraints. Similar
studies were performed for other dMRI models and acquisition protocols and we review them in the
work by Filipiak et al. (2018). However, none of these models, to the best of our knowledge, addresses
full qτ-space optimization.
Our goal is to optimize for the accuracy of qτ-dMRI signal reconstruction. Additionally, we want
our approach to be usable on real-world applications, considering that different acquisition protocols
are recommended for different WM microstructure models (Sepehrband et al., 2017). For this, we
discretize the spatio-temporal search space by performing a dense pre-acquisition of dMRI signal with
uniform coverage of the unit sphere (Caruyer et al., 2013). Despite the discretization, the problem
is computationally difficult. It requires selecting an optimal subset of DWIs according to a given
performance measure, which is an NP-hard problem (Filipiak et al., 2018).
Taking into account that the time complexity of our problem grows exponentially with the domain size,
such that global optima cannot be found deterministically within few hours or even few days, we apply
a stochastic search engine instead. We use standard genetic algorithm optimization (SGA)(Peña-Reyes
et al., 2000; Sabat et al., 2003) for this purpose, which allows us to find approximate solutions in an
acceptable time. Specifically, we select a subset of measures from the full set such that
¨
arg min
dτdqk Êc (q, τ; s) − Êc (q, τ; S)k22
(2.27)
s⊂S, #s≤nmax

R+ R3

with S the original set of qτ-samples, nmax the number of desired samples for the acquisition scheme,
and Êc (q, τ; s) is our qτ-MRI model, from Equation (2.19), fit over the qτ-sample s.
We study on the same mice dataset two granularity levels of optimization with respect to the domain
size. Selecting specific qτ-shells, i.e. sets of constant kqτk22 , allows us to present the effectiveness of
the proposed approach by comparing our results with the global optimum found with lengthy exhaustive
search. Selecting by individual qτ-sample provides us with crucial information about the structure of
the optimized acquisition schemes.
Our experiments show that the reconstruction accuracy grows monotonically with an increase of dMRI
acquisition density. However, the contributions of particular DWIs to the measured signal attenuation
are not equal. This indicates the need for identifying a variable-density for acquiring the dMRI signal.
Our method, described by Filipiak et al. (2018), seeks a fixed-sized set of samples that provide the most
accurate signal reconstruction with respect to the reference data obtained with the dense acquisition
scheme. In other words, our approach allows reaching high accuracy within a controllable time budget.
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region
of
interest
CC
genu
CC
body
CC
splenium

time
budget
nmax
100
200
300
400
100
200
300
400
100
200
300
400




−3

NRMSE ± STD ×10
optimization by shells
optimization by samples
ours
random
even
ours
random
110.2 ± 0.45 131.6 ± 14.98 120.1 106.9 ± 0.33 118.9 ± 1.95
103.7 ± 0.17
112.7 ± 4.18 112.1 102.8 ± 0.14 109.8 ± 1.10
101.7 ± 0.14
108.3 ± 3.11 106.9 101.5 ± 0.09 106.4 ± 0.78
100.6 ± 0.05
104.9 ± 1.75 105.4 100.8 ± 0.13 104.1 ± 0.52
127.6 ± 0.85 172.2 ± 44.30 144.2 122.9 ± 0.54 142.1 ± 3.28
116.1 ± 0.45
136.2 ± 9.83 132.7 116.6 ± 0.19 128.4 ± 1.76
111.9 ± 0.36
124.8 ± 6.41 122.0 113.4 ± 0.20 121.4 ± 1.73
109.9 ± 0.22
118.9 ± 3.13 119.1 111.5 ± 0.10 116.8 ± 1.16
107.0 ± 1.09 133.3 ± 19.75 123.1 104.4 ± 0.37 117.9 ± 2.80
101.4 ± 0.41
111.2 ± 4.82 109.6 100.9 ± 0.11 108.4 ± 1.32
99.9 ± 0.42
105.7 ± 2.23 106.8
99.6 ± 0.09 104.2 ± 0.75
99.0 ± 0.42
103.2 ± 1.46 103.7
98.6 ± 0.12 101.9 ± 0.53

even
120.8
114.1
106.5
104.1
155.3
149.7
124.1
119.9
131.1
141.0
104.4
103.8

Table 2.9: Our approach significantly outperforms the other two subsampling schemes (with p-value < 10−5 )
in both granularity levels (by shells and by samples), reaching lower means and standard deviations. The tables
present the residuals of the dMRI signal reconstruction for the three regions of C57Bl6 wild-type mouse corpus
callosum (CC) and the time budgets nmax ∈ {100, 200, 300, 400}. Our results are expressed as normalized root
mean squared errors (NRMSEs) of signal reconstruction with STDs aggregated over 30 runs.

As we can see in Table 2.9 the accuracy of dMRI signal reconstruction obtained with our technique is
significantly better than random or even subsampling of the densely acquired signal. This shows that
our signal representation method coupled with the optimization approach presented we presented in
the work by Filipiak et al. (2018) enables a time reduction in dMRI acquisitions which sample over
the qτ-space.

Chapter
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3

Brain Macrostructure with Diffusion
MRI
Complementary to the theoretical and practical characteristics of the dMRI signal to probe tissue
microstructure reviewed in Chapter 2, the integration of the signal over the spatial domain provides
a method to probe the brain’s macrostructure. Specifically, The consistency of the dMRI signal’s
principal diffusion direction with that of white matter tract bundles enabled the reconstruction of these
tracts and the quantification of the likelihood that two brain sections are connected through a white
matter pathway (e.g. Conturo et al., 1999; Mori et al., 1999; Basser et al., 2000; Behrens et al., 2003a).
The macrostructural analyses of dMRI spanned two different, yet related, subfields. The first, namely
tractography, deals with the in vivo dissection, characterization, and identification of white matter
tracts (see e.g. Makris et al., 1999; Catani et al., 2008; Yeatman et al., 2014; Wassermann et al.,
2016). Despite the recent intense criticism due to the strong biases present in, increasingly complex,
reconstruction algorithms (Maier-Hein et al., 2017), this field has managed to continue in the spirit of
Dejerine et al. (1895) atlasing the connections of the human brain’s white matter and their relationship
with cognition and neuropathology (see e.g. Catani et al., 2007; Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2011a;
Hong et al., 2018).
The second sub-field, connectivity, aims at relating the probability that two regions of the brain are
connected by a white matter tract with brain function and cognition. Albeit the precise definition
of dMRI-obtained connectivity, namely extrinsic connectivity (EC), remains elusive, especially in
terms of its physiological interpretation, several studies have used tractography based techniques to
characterise cortical areas (see e.g. Behrens et al., 2003a; Anwander et al., 2007; Gallardo et al., 2017;
Ghaziri et al., 2017) and relate such connectivity with brain function (see e.g. Honey et al., 2009;
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Saygin et al., 2016). Further investigation is needed to relate EC with the ultimate hypothesis that
it allows us to quantify communication efficiency, or at least signal propagation speed, along axonal
tissue (Caminiti et al., 2013; Keller et al., 2014).
Two methodological contributions to the dMRI-based study of the brain macrostructure are presented
in this chapter. The first one aims at using the currently available large datasets to parcellate the brain in
the brain based on EC, the main contribution being the handling of across and within-subject variability.
The second one, aiming at breaching the gap between classical and current data-based neuroanatomy:
a domain specific language (DSL) to represent white matter neuroanatomy and facilitate automatic
white matter tract identification as delineation protocol reproducibility (Wassermann et al., 2016).

3.1

First contribution: group-wise Parcellation of the Cortex: the Need for
Random Effects

The human brain is arranged in areas based on criteria such as cytoarchitecture, functional specialization, or axonal connectivity (Brodmann, 1909; Thirion et al., 2014; Thiebaut de Schotten et al.,
2016). Parceling the cortex into such areas and characterizing their interaction is key to understanding
how the brain works. Nowadays it is accepted that axonal connectivity plays a fundamental role in the
interaction between brain regions (see e.g. Schmahmann et al., 2006). Moreover, current theories hold
that long-range physical connections trough axonal bundles, namely extrinsic connectivity (EC), are
strongly related to brain function, for example, this has been shown in macaques (Passingham et al.,
2002). Therefore, understanding how the cortex is arranged based on its extrinsic connectivity can
provide key information in unraveling the internal organization of the brain.
In this section, we present a parsimonious model for the cortical connectivity alongside an efficient
parceling technique based on it. We summarize both contributions in Fig. 3.1. Our model assumes that
the cortex is divided in patches of homogeneous extrinsic connectivity. That is, nearby neurons in the
cortex share approximately the same long-range physical connections, we call this the local coherence
criterion. Our assumption is based on histological results in the macaque brain (Schmahmann et al.,
2006). Inspired by statistical models for clustered data (Pendergast et al., 1996), our model accounts
for the variability in the axonal connections of neurons within a patch and for variability in patch
boundaries across subjects. Our parceling technique allows us to create single subject and groupwise
parcellations of the whole cortex in agreement with extant parcellations.
The model we introduce assumes that the cortex is divided in clusters of homogeneous EC. That is,
nearby neurons in the cortex share approximately the same long-ranged axonal connections, we call
this the local coherence criterion. Our assumption is based on histological results in the macaque
brain (Schmahmann et al., 2006). As in clustered data models in statistics (Pendergast et al., 1996), we
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Figure 3.1: Lower left corner: graphical model of the linear relationship between the tractogram of a subject s
for a seed p (T̃sp ); and the intra-cluster (˜c ) and across-subject (˜s ) variability of the seed’s patch. We transform
the tractograms into a Euclidean space while explicitly accounting for the variability. This allows us to use
well known clustering techniques and compress different levels of granularities for a same parcellation in a
dendrogram.

allow intra-cluster and across-subject variability in the connectivity. We formalize this concept as:
K=

k
Ø

Ki, ∀1≤i, j≤k , i , j → Ki ∩ K j = ∅ ∧ conn(Ki ) , conn(K j )

(3.1)

i=1

where the set of points, or small regions, on the cortex K is the disjoint union of each cluster Ki
and conn(·) is the EC fingerprint of a cluster. We will make the notion of variability explicit in
Equation (3.3). In this work, the connectivity fingerprint of a seed-point in the brain is a binary
vector denoting to which other seed-points it is connected through axonal bundles. That is, the
axonal connections of a point p ∈ Ki in the brain are represented by its connectivity fingerprint
conn(p) = conn(Ki ).
Currently, the most common tool for estimating the EC fingerprint of a point in vivo is probabilistic
tractography (see e.g. Jbabdi et al., 2013; Jeurissen et al., 2017). Given a seed-point in the brain,
probabilistic tractography creates a tractogram: an image where each voxel is valued with its probability
of being connected to the seed through axonal bundles. One way of calculating these probabilities
is with a Monte Carlo procedure, simulating the random walk of water particles through the white
matter (Behrens et al., 2003b). Each one of these paths is known as a streamline. If we model these
streamlines as Bernoulli trials, where we get a value for the connection from our seed with other
points: 1 if they connected by the streamline, 0 if not (Behrens et al., 2003b). Then, we can model the
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tractogram of the subject s in the seed-point p as:
Tsp = [P(C̃spi = 1)]1≤i≤n = [θ spi ]1≤i≤n, C̃spi ∼ Bernoulli(θ spi ),

(3.2)

where C̃spi is a Bernoulli random variable1 representing “the point p of the subject s is connected to
the voxel i". Each Bernoulli’s parameter (θ spi ) represents the probability of being connected, and is
estimated as the proportion of success in the Bernoulli trials of each seed.
To formulate the tractogram in accordance to our hypothesis of cortical connectivity, we model it as a
vector of random variables. In our model, each element in a tractogram comes from a random variable
depending on the point’s cluster along with its intra-cluster and across-subject variability:
p ∈ Kc → T̃sp = [P(C̃spi = 1| conn(Kc ), ˜ci, ˜si )]1≤i≤n .

(3.3)

In this case, the point p belongs to the cluster c; ˜ci represents the intra-cluster variability; and ˜si
represents the across-subject variability for the connectivity to voxel i in the cluster c.
Since each C̃spi follows a Bernoulli distribution, see Equation (3.2), it is difficult to find an explicit
formulation for P(C̃spi = 1| conn(Kc ), ˜ci, ˜si ) accounting for both variabily sources. For this, we
use the generalized linear model (GLM) theory. In this theory, the data is assumed to follow a linear
form after being transformed with an appropriate link function (McCullagh et al., 1989). Using the
following notation abuse:
logit(T̃sp ) , [logit(P(C̃spi = 1| conn(Kc ), ˜ci, ˜si )]1≤i≤n,

(3.4)

we derive from GLM theory a logistic random-effects model (Pendergast et al., 1996) for each point
p:
logit(T̃sp ) = βc + ˜c + ˜s ∈ Rn, ˜c ∼ N (0, σc2 Id), ˜s ∼ N (0, σs2 Id),
(3.5)
where c and s represent the intra-cluster and across-subject variability respectively. According to
GLM theory βc ∈ Rn is the EC fingerprint of cluster Kc transformed:
logit−1 (βc ) = E(T̃sp ) = conn(Kc ) .

(3.6)

The choice of logit as link function is based on the work of Pohl et al. (2007). In their work they show
that logit function’s codomain is an Euclidean space, which allows us to transform and manipulate the
tractograms in a space with comfortable algebraic properties.
3.1.1

Single Subject and Groupwise parceling Methodologies

In the previous section, we hypothesized that the cortex is divided in clusters with homogeneous EC,
alongside intra-cluster and across-subject variability. In using the previous hypothesis, it is important
1 For

the sake of clarity we denote all random variables with a tilde, e.g. C̃.
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to underline that we don’t have a priori knowledge of the cluster’s location or their variability. But,
thanks to the proposed logistic random effects model, we formulated the problem of finding these
clusters as a well-known clustering problem. This is because, after transforming the tractograms with
the logit function as in Equation (3.4) they will be in a Euclidean space (Pohl et al., 2007). Even more,
Equation (3.5) states that the transformed tractograms come from a mixture of Gaussian distributions,
e.g. it is a Gaussian mixture model.
To solve the Gaussian mixture model and find the clusters, we use a modified agglomerative hierarchical
clustering (AHC) algorithm. This was inspired by the method of Moreno-Dominguez et al. (2014).
To enforce the local coherence criterion we also modify the algorithm to accept one parameter: the
minimum size of the resulting clusters. Clusters smaller than this size are merged with neighbors,
i.e. physically close clusters in the cortex. As we are working in a Euclidean space, we use Ward’s
hierarchical clustering method (Ward Jr., 1963). This method creates clusters with minimum withincluster variance. The method’s result is a dendrogram: a structure that comprises different levels of
granularity for the same parcellation. This allows us to explore different parcellation granularities by
choosing cutting criteria, without the need of recomputing each time.
The main advantage of the model we proposed in this work is that it allows us to create a groupwise
parcellation using linear operations. Assuming direct seed correspondence across subjects, as in the
HCP data set, our model lets us remove the subject variability of each seed’s tractogram by calculating
the expected value across subjects:
Es (g(T̃sp )) = Es (βc + ˜c + ˜s ), = βc + ˜c + Es (˜s ) = βc + ˜c .

(3.7)

where the last equality is due to Es (˜s ) = 0 per Equation (3.5). Since in our model the variabilities
are normally distributed, see Equation (3.5), we can estimate the expected value across subjects by
averaging a seed’s tractograms across subjects. This allows us to create population-representative
tractograms for each seed free of across-subject variability, which then can be clustered to create a
groupwise parcellation.
3.1.2

Discussion

Taking advantage of our proposed model, in Section 3.1.1 we presented an efficient technique to
parcellate the cortex based on its extrinsic connectivity. Our technique uses only dMRI information,
without the need of relying on initial parcellations (Clarkson et al., 2010). Also, our technique allows
parcellation of the whole cortex (Gallardo et al., 2017, section 3.2 and 3.3), overcoming the problem
of working with only part of it (Roca et al., 2009; Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2014; Lefranc et
al., 2016; Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2016). Additionally, our technique allows creation of both
single subject and groupwise parcellations. Our groupwise parcellation technique relies on anatomical
seed-correspondence across subjects. In our experiments, this is achieved as each HCP subject
possess a co-registered dense mesh representing they cortical surface (Glasser et al., 2013). Given
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the anatomical differences across-subjects, this purely anatomical matching of seeds is probably suboptimal. However, it allows us to compute single and groupwise parcellations independently. By doing
this, we avoid the need to impose constraints between our single and group parcellations (Clarkson
et al., 2010; Roca et al., 2010; Parisot et al., 2015).
Inspired by Moreno-Dominguez et al. (2014), our technique uses Hierarchical Clustering to comprise
multiple granularities of the same parcellation in a dendrogram. Our technique is based on a Logistic
Random Effect model (Equation (3.5)) allowing us to transform the tractograms into a Euclidean
space (Section 3.1.1) and compare them using the Euclidean distance. In doing this, it is important
to remark that we are making a trade off. Since we are comparing high-dimensional vectors with the
Euclidean distance, we are probably affected by the dimensionality curse (Beyer et al., 1999). However,
working in an Euclidean space possess many advantages. The first advantage is that we can use Ward’s
Hierarchical method to create clusters with minimum intra-cluster variance. We can use this algorithm
since its only hypothesis is that the features to cluster are in a Euclidean space. Also, since we work
with the Euclidean distance, we can apply the Lance and Williams (Lance et al., 1966) formula during
clustering. This formula gives us the dissimilarity between the new centroid created at each step and
the rest of the existing tractograms in constant time. This allows us to lower the time complexity of
our algorithm with respect to Moreno-Dominguez et al. (2014). Furthermore, advantage is that we can
retrieve a parcellation from the dendrogram using a simple technique: horizontal cut (Murtagh, 1983).
Parcellations obtained by our method have shown to be consistent across groups in a reproducibility
study as well as to be in agreement with extant parcellations in the literature (Gallardo et al., 2017).
Further more, two main results distinguish our method from those in literature: close relationship of
our parcels and brain function.
Our Results Show a Close Relationship Between Structural Connectivity and Brain Function.
We assessed the functional specialization of some of our parcels by showing how they overlap with
responses to functional and cognitive tasks measured with fMRI on the HCP dataset. In particular, for
all the studied tasks, the parcels contained a higher proportion of positive values than negative ones as
expressed by the positive mean values reported in tables 2 and 3. For some parcels there were not even
negative values. Moreover, several of the histograms on Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show a high frequency
of z-score values greater than 5, which indicate a significant co-occurrence with functional activation.
Therefore, our results show, for some tasks, the strong relationship between extrinsic connectivity and
functional specialization in the human brain cortex.
Our Parcels Are Not Similar to Those Obtained by Glasser et al. (2016) But Possess Better
Functional Specialization for Motor Tasks.
Our parcels were not related to those of Glasser et al. (2016). This is shown by the obtained adjusted
Rand index score between them (0.28). It’s important to remark that our parcels are purely based on
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Figure 3.2: Our groupwise parcellation with 55 parcels projected over z-scores representing responses to motor
tasks. Each histogram shows the distribution of z-score inside our parcels. The null or small fraction of negative
values shows the functional specialization of our parcels
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Figure 3.3: Our groupwise parcellation with 55 parcels projected over z-scores representing responses to
cognitive tasks. Each histogram shows the distribution of z-score inside our parcels. The null or small fraction
of negative values shows the functional specialization of our parcels
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Figure 3.4: Glasser et al. (2016) parcellation (upper) and our groupwise parcellations computed from 138 HCP
subjects. Both parcellations contain 180 parcels. There’s almost no overlap according to the adjusted Rand
index between them (0.28).

extrinsic connectivity, meanwhile those of Glasser et al. (2016) do not use dMRI information. Glasser’s
parcels are mostly based on myelin and functional information. In particular, their subdivision of the
sensori-motor cortex (green parcels in Figure 3.4) is mostly based in Myelin maps as shown in Figure
4.a of Glasser et al. (2016). Because of this, their parcels in the sensori-motor cortex contain a wide
range of z-scores when compared with responses to functional stimuli as shown by histograms a; b and
c in Figure 3.5. In contrast, our parcels in the sensori-motor cortex, for a coarser parcellation, show
a good overlap with function and are in agreement with the motor strip mapping as discussed in the
previous section. Also, for the case of story categorization; shape recognition and face recognition, our
parcels show a similar distribution of z-scores (Figure 3.2) than those with the highest mean z-scores
of Glasser et al. (2016) (parcels d; e and f of Figure 3.5).

3.2

Conclusion

Understanding how the brain is structurally organized and its relationship with functionality is an open
question in neuroscience. Recent advances in acquisition and modeling techniques on dMRI have
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Figure 3.5: Glasser et al. (2016) parcellation (upper) and histograms of z-score contained in different parcels for
different functional task. (a) Histogram for parcel 1 for the contrast related to Tongue movement. (b) Histogram
for parcel 2 for the contrast related to Tongue movement. (c) Histogram for parcel 3 for the contrast related
to Right Foot movement. (d) Histogram for parcel 4 for the contrast Shape recognition vs Face recognition.
(e) Histogram for parcel 5 for the contrast related to Story Categorization. (f) Histogram for parcel 5 for the
contrast Face recognition vs Shape recognition. The histograms (d); (e) and (f) correspond to the parcels with
the greatest mean z-score of their respective tasks.
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facilitated to study axonal connectivity in the brain. However, parceling the whole cortex based on
a structural criterion remained challenging. In this work we presented a connectivity model; framed
tractography within our model and presented a parceling technique that allows parcellation of the whole
brain in both single subject and groupwise cases. Our technique, along with the obtained groupwise
parcellation, could have major implications both in cognitive neuroscience and in development-aging
studies. At the same time, our technique could help to lower the gap between structural connectivity
and brain function, since some of our pure structural parcels showed good overlapping with responses
to functional tasks.
Both our parceling tool and the obtained groupwise parcellation are or will be soon freely available in
GitHub (https://github.com/AthenaEPI/logpar) and Neurovault. These tools provide a
sound basis for new studies on human cognition, brain development, aging and disease. These tools
can create fine parcellations of cortical areas, improving our knowledge about cortical organization.
Future comparison with functional connectivity could lead to finally unraveling the link between axonal
connectivity and brain function.

3.3

Second contribution: parcelling the White Matter, A History of HumanCentered Taxonomies

The task of subdividing the brain for better understanding and comprehension extends from the cortex
to the white matter. Historically, the white matter, whose tissue is fibrous, has been divided into
bundles of axons, or fascicles. These fascicles have been assigned numerous, non-concordant, names
and taxonomies. Examples of the naming tradition variety are the uncinate fascicle (UF) from Latin
uncus related to its hook shape; the inferior-longitudinal fascicle (ILF) whose name blends position and
pathway descriptions; and Meyer’s loop encompassing the name of a neuroanatomist studying it and
its shape. Reflecting on the possibility that fascicles are but a useful construct, as they are rarely pointto-point axonal bundles (Schmahmann et al., 2006), we can derive the hypothesis that, differently to
cortical parcellations, where we hope to find a set of parcellations based on cytoarchitecture, extrinsic
connectivity, or function (von Economo et al., 1925; Amunts et al., 2015; Gallardo et al., 2017, and
Section 3.1), the commonly used white matter parcellation and taxonomies are arbitrarily linked to the
cumulative historical development of human neuroscience as a discipline (Schmahmann et al., 2007;
Wassermann, 2010).
The main hypothesis of this contribution is that the large weight of human arbitrariness in white matter
taxonomies constitutes a condemning factor machine learning approaches, generally based on pure
geometry, that automatically dissect white matter fascicles from dMRI. There have been numerous
contributions to this area using supervised and non-supervised methods(e.g. Wassermann, 2010; Wang
et al., 2011a; Siless et al., 2018). Nonetheless, the results of these methods, instead of looking for a
specific data-driven parcellation as is the case on the cortex (Amunts et al., 2015; Glasser et al., 2016;
Yeo et al., 2016, see e.g.), have targeted the reproduction a specific humanly-derived taxonomy (e.g.
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Table 3.5: Different descriptions of the uncinate fascicle in current literature.

Reference
Catani et al. (2008)
Schmahmann et al. (2006)
Makris et al. (2008)

Fernandez-Miranda et al. (2008)

Uncinate Fascicle Characterization
[. . . ] is a ventral associative bundle that connects the anterior
temporal lobe with the medial and lateral orbitofrontal cortex.
[. . . ] courses between the rostral temporal cortices and the
ventral, medial and orbital parts of the frontal lobe.
[. . . ] extends between the anterior temporal lobe and the
frontal lobe, where it spans medial and lateral regions (Dejerine et al., 1895). UF bridges the frontal temporal isthmus,
passing in the floor of the insula, where its fibers interdigitate
with gray matter islands in an area between anterior claustrum
and the amygdala.
[. . . ] forms the anterior part of the temporal stem and interconnects, in its most lateral portion, the fronto orbital region
with the temporal pole

Catani et al., 2008). Under the hypothesis that there is no true dissection of the human brain white
matter (see e.g. Axer et al., 2012), this contribution targets the development of a flexible system to
define user-specific taxonomies and execute them on a dMRI dataset.
The ability to target specific tracts for quantitative analyses increases the statistical power and sensitivity
of a study, compared to whole brain approaches, and simplifies the interpretation of results. However,
such an approach requires precise and consistent delineation of the tracts across subjects. Although
several fascicles, such as the cingulum bundle, are widely recognized and well defined in the field of
neuroanatomy, there are others where the presence of the fascicles or subdivisions within fascicles
is still a matter of discussion. For example, currently there are different systems for defining and
subdividing the superior longitudinal fascicle (SLF) proposed by Catani et al. (2005) and Makris et al.
(2005). There is also a discussion regarding the inferior occiptio-frontal fascicle (IOFF) in humans,
and whether it even exists (Mandonnet et al., 2007; Schmahmann et al., 2007). Moreover, throughout
the literature, the same fascicle is defined using different landmarks and techniques. This variability
hinders the comparison between definitions. We show an example of this in Table 3.5, where we
transcribe different definitions of the UF based on the current literature. A more comprehensive
example of this problem is given by Axer et al. (2012) in their review of current studies of the dorsal
and ventral language fascicles. Three major challenges make it difficult to extend and to reproduce
streamline tractography-based dissections and tract-specific analyses: 1) the anatomical dissection of
white matter into specific fascicles is currently a debate in the field; 2) comparing fascicle definitions
across atlases is complicated by the lack of a system to unify the definitions; and, 3) semi-automated
approaches are usually based on a fixed set of fascicles that are difficult to extend due to the high level
of technical knowledge required.
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The main contribution presented here is a system to define anatomical descriptions of white matter tracts
in a near-to-English textual language (Wassermann et al., 2016). Specifically, a DSL to describe white
matter neuroanatomy. Particularly, tract descriptions are written by the operator as text sentences which
are then interpreted by a tool and can produce tract dissections from dMRI images. We designed this
textual language to be easily human-readable; to make the tract descriptions easy to modify; and also
to extend the descriptions of tracts without the need of an engineering background. Further, this query
language can be used for automated virtual dissections of white matter. Thus, in developing this white
matter query language (WMQL), we address the challenge of providing an extensible user-friendly
tool for the automated dissection of human white matter from dMRI, as well as comparing definitions
across the literature. Differently from current approaches (see e.g. Akers et al., 2004; Wakana et al.,
2007; Yendiki et al., 2011) descriptions in WMQL are explicitly written as text. A software tool then
interprets this text in order to extract tracts from a dMRI-tractography. The combination of our precise
syntax specification for the WMQL queries with the software tool results in WMQL being a query
language where the tract specifications are easily modularized and reused across different experiments.
The WMQL proposed in this section has several applications. For example, Wakana’s and Catani’s
definition of tracts using regions of interest (ROIs), can readily be represented using WMQL definitions.
This yields a human-readable definition that also can be extended by an anatomist for a finer division. In
designing the language this section, we produce definitions of the majority of human tracts described in
the current literature and formulated using WMQL definitions (Wassermann et al., 2016). Our anatomy
dictionary is composed of 10 association and 15 projection tracts per hemisphere, and 7 commissural
tracts. An implementation of WMQL as well as the definitions specified in this publication can be
downloaded at http://demianw.github.com/tract_querier
3.3.1

Methods

We designed WMQL such that the queries formalize current descriptions from anatomy literature.
These descriptions are constructed in terms of different relationships between gyri, sulci, subcortical
structures or white matter areas. The operations of WMQL can be divided into 3 groups: 1) anatomical
terms stating if a tract traverses or ends in a certain brain structure, 2) relative position terms indicating
whether the tracts are, for instance, medial or frontal to a structure like the amygdala, and 3) logical
operations such as conjunction, disjunction or exclusion of the previous two types of clauses. We
illustrate these three types of operations in Figure 3.6. Taking a closer look at the different descriptions
of the UF in Table 3.5, it is possible to see that these descriptions can be unified in terms of the
operation groups we introduced in Figure 3.6. That is, Schmahmann et al. (2006) and Catani et al.
(2008) only state the two main areas connected by the tract, the anterior temporal lobe and medial
and orbital sections of the frontal lobe. Makris et al. (2008), however, also point out that it passes
through the floor of the insula through the area between the anterior claustrum and the amygdala.
Further, Fernandez-Miranda et al. (2008) describe it as forming a part of the anterior subsection of
the temporal stem. Unifying these descriptions, we conclude that the UF courses through the insula
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and the lateral, medial, or orbital regions of the frontal lobe (Figure 3.6g) and has its endpoints in the
anterior temporal lobe (Figure 3.6h). Using WMQL, we formalize this description and dissect the UF
from a dMRI-tractography as illustrated in Figure 3.6i. (Figure 3.6 about here.) The overall goal of
this paper is to generalize the process used to dissect the UF in Figure 3.6 into a tool: WMQL.
To apply WMQL queries to dissect dMRI-based tractographies, as seen in Figure 3.6, we need to
locate gyri, sulci and other structures used for the queries relative to the white matter tracts. For
this, we overlay an atlas of the brain structures on the tractography. In this work we used the cortical
and white matter parcellation based on the Desikan atlas as described by Salat et al. (2009), and the
neuroanatomic structure segmentation by Fischl et al. (2002). It is worth noting that WMQL does not
depend on a particular atlas. In order to process queries in WMQL, each anatomical region is related
to 8 sets of streamlines, namely the region’s WMQL sets. These sets represent whether a tract has
an endpoint in the anatomical region (Figure 3.6b); traverses the anatomical region (Figure 3.6c); or
whether their position is relative to the anatomical region (Figure 3.6d-f). For example the amygdala’s
eight WMQL sets are:
endpoints_in(amygdala): all streamlines with at least an endpoint, i.e. the initial or final point of the
streamline, in the amygdala.
amygdala: all streamlines traversing the amygdala.
anterior_of(amygdala), posterior_of(amygdala), medial_of(amygdala), lateral_of(amygdala),
superior_of(amygdala), inferior_of(amygdala): containing the streamlines traversing brain
areas defined by their relative position vis a vis the amygdala.
Having these WMQL sets per region, each one of the logical clauses in WMQL is defined in terms of
set operations. For two WMQL sets a and b and the set of all streamlines L, we formalize the WMQL
logical operations as follows:
a or b , {tract : tract ∈ a ∪ b}
only(a) , {tract : tract ∈ a ∧ tract < (L − a)}
a and b , {tract : tract ∈ a ∩ b}

(3.8)

a not in b , {tract : tract ∈ a ∧ tract < b}
not a , {tract : tract < a ∧ tract ∈ L}
We have illustrated these operations in Figure 3.6. Tracts in WMQL are defined by using an assignment
operation, for instance, we defined the left UF in Figure 3.6i as assigning a meaning to UF.left:
UF.left = insula.left and (lateral frontal.left or medial frontal.left or orbitofrontal.left) and endpoints_in(temporal.left and anterior_of(amygdala.left))
not in hemisphere.right
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To simplify the definitions of tracts in both hemispheres with a single assignment, we included the
suffixes ṡide and ȯpposite to WMQL. Creating a bihemispheric definition becomes:
UF.side = insula.side and (lateral frontal.side or medial frontal.side or orbito frontal.side) and endpoints_in(temporal.side and anterior_of(amygdala.side))
not in hemisphere.opposite
In this way, WMQL allows a single definition for tracts found in both hemispheres simultaneously.
The formalization of WMQL as the basic set operations allows us to define white matter tracts using
all the flexibility and expressive power of set theory and propositional logic.
The main challenge in the implementation of WMQL as a software tool is to be efficient enough to
evaluate the queries on large tract datasets, such as those containing more than a million streamlines.
In particular, we need to efficiently calculate the WMQL sets for each region. To achieve this we
build a spatial index of the whole set of streamlines by means of an axis-aligned boundary box tree or
AABB-tree. We refer the interest reader to the work by Wassermann et al. (2016) for details regarding
the implementation of the spatial indexing. This spatial indexing is an efficient way to calculate
which streamlines are candidates of each region’s 8 WMQL sets (see Figure 3.6). Using axis-aligned
boundary box (AABB) the WMQL sets for each brain region are calculated and the textual WMQL
queries efficiently evaluated.
We have conceptually described WMQL. The finer implementation details of the WMQL process to
interpret queries and use them to dissect tracts are described in the work by Wassermann et al. (2016)
where a historical review of the all tracts included in the chosen proof-of-concept taxonomy can also
be found as well as the full description of the tracts in WMQL. To show an example of WMQL, we
transcribe below the description for two tracts and show their WMQL definitions in Table 3.6.
Corpus Callosum, rostrum (CC1) The CC is the largest commissure in the human brain. Several
systems of subdivision of the callosal commissure have been proposed in the human (e.g.
Witelson, 1989), which have been adopted for morphometric MRI studies. Diffusion imaging
has currently made it possible to delineate a considerable portion of these fibers in vivo. We
present the rostral section of the CC as proposed by Witelson (1989) which connects the
orbitofrontal gyri.
Superior Longitudinal Fascicle I (SLF I) SLF I is situated within the dorsal medial white matter of
the hemisphere lateral to the cingulate and paracingulate sulci and extends further rostrally into
the white matter of the superior frontal gyrus. SLF I connects the superior parietal gyrus the
middle and superior frontal gyri (Makris et al., 2005; Thiebaut de Schotten, 2005).
Having presented the core of WMQL as a tool to formalise white matter tract descriptions and extract
them from tractography datasets, we proceed to the experiments and discussion of this contribution.
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Divisional Terms
a) only(postcentral)

b) endpoints_in(postcentral) c) postcentral
not in only(postcentral)
not in endpoints_in(postcentral)

Relative Clauses

d) superior_of(amygdala)
inferior_of(amygdala)

e) anterior_of(amygdala)
posterior_of(amygdala)

f) lateral_of(amygdala)
medial_of(amygdala)

Logical Operations
and Compositions

g) a = insula and
h) b = temporal and
(inferior_frontal or
anterior_of(amygdala)
middle_frontal or orbito_frontal)

i) uncinate_fasciculus =
a and endpoints_in(b)

Figure 3.6: WMQL Terms (a-f) along with an example construction of a WMQL query (g-i). Regions in (g-i):
insula (cyan); the orbito-frontal (purple), middle-frontal (brown) and inferior-frontal (dark green) convolutions.
(h) shows the anterior temporal lobe (light green) defined as the section of the temporal lobe anterior to the
amygdala (yellow).
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Table 3.6: Example of WMQL queries extracted from 57 tracts defined by Wassermann et al. (2016)

Tract Name
Rostrum of the Corpus Callosum

WMQL Query
CC_1 = endpoints_in(orbitofrontal.left)
points_in(orbitofrontal.right)

Superior Longitudinal Fascicle I

SLF_I.side = endpoints_in(superior_parietal.side) and
(middle_frontal_gyrus.side or superiorfrontal.side) and
only(frontal.side or parietal.side or centrum_semiovale.side)

3.3.2

and

end-

Experiments and Discussion

Comparison with manual approach
To assess the accuracy of WMQL as a tract extraction algorithm, we compared our implementation
with a set of 5 tracts manually delineated using the procedures specified by Catani et al. (2008): 4
association and one projection tract. We randomly picked 10 subjects from our healthy cohort. On each
subject, 2 different experts segmented 5 tracts: IOFF; UF; ILF; cortico-spinal tract (CST); and arcuate
fascicle (AF). Tracts were traced in both hemispheres following the manual delineation protocol. In
parallel, we used the WMQL definitions in by Wassermann et al. (2016, Section 2.1) to extract the
same tracts automatically. Finally, we quantified the overlap between the manually segmented tracts
and the ones automatically extracted using WMQL using the kappa measure (Cohen, 1960). The kappa
measure (κ) quantifies inter-rater agreement for qualitative items assigning a score between 0.00 and
1.00. Landis et al. (1977) established the following guidelines for its interpretation: a value within the
range 0.11–0.20 is considered as “slight”, 0.21–0.40 as “fair”, 0.41–0.60 as “moderate”, 0.61–0.80 as
“substantial”, and 0.81–1.00 as “almost perfect” agreement.
Overlap across both of our raters, calculated with the kappa measure, was κ ≥ 0.76 for all tracts,
considered substantial agreement, the worse being the right AF (κ = 0.76) and the best the left ILF
(κ = 0.90). Overlap between the manually segmented tracts and the ones extracted using WMQL
was κ ≥ 0.71 for all tracts, which is considered substantial agreement. The worse was the left AF
(κ = 0.71) and the best the left CST (κ = 0.89). When compared with inter-rater κ-scores the WMQL
ones were slightly lower (mean κ difference = 0.033 ± 0.020) with the worst case being the left AF
(difference of 0.08) and the best being the left CST and IOFF (difference of 0.01).
Our results showed the WMQL overlap to be close, albeit always lower, to the inter-rater one as well
as high consistency with each rater (Cohen’s κ > 0.7) for all tracts, the worst being the left AF and
the best being the left CST. The origin of this discrepancy can be traced to the fact that the ROI
procedure proposed by Catani et al. (2008) was designed for DTI-based tracts. These methods are
more conservative than the tractography method used in this study, and they yield a smaller number of
true and false positives. Hence, the result of this procedure on our dataset, which uses HARDI-based
tractography, results in noisier delineated tracts. Upon visual comparison with dissection-based studies
(Wassermann et al., 2016, Table 5) the WMQL results more closely resemble the dissections than those
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based on Catani’s procedure. All in all, our results proved of comparable accuracy with manually
traced fascicles following well-established procedures.
White Matter Atlas Generation with WMQL
The goal of this experiment is twofold: first, it shows the across-subject overlap of our automatic tract
extraction pipeline; second, it generates a volumetric atlas that can be used for reference or population
studies.
Using our WMQL fascicle definitions (Wassermann et al., 2016, Section 2.1), we constructed a
volumetric atlas of white matter tracts based on multi-tensor tractography. The combination of
WMQL with multi-tensor tractography and our acquisition protocol enabled us to generalize previous
atlases (e.g. Wakana et al., 2004; Catani et al., 2008) and extend them with white matter tracts not
included in these. Examples of these tracts are the middle longitudinal fascicle (MdLF) and the three
different superior longitudinal fascicles. In total, our atlas includes 10 long association tracts; 15
projection tracts per hemisphere (7 cortico-striatal, 7 cortico-thalamical and the cortico-spinal tract)
and the 7 sections of the corpus callosum according to Witelson (1989)
To generate a volumetric tract atlas we acquired a high angular resolution dMRI (HARDI) dataset of
77 healthy subjects (32.9 ± 12.4 years old of age; 64 males; right-handed) and registered them to the
MNI template (see Wassermann et al., 2016, for details). Then, we extracted, for each subject, 57 white
matter tracts using WMQL definitions (Wassermann et al., 2016, Tables 2, 3 and 4). Simultaneously,
we normalized the FA maps of each subject to MNI space, and created a population FA template using
ANTS (Avants et al., 2006). Then, we generated group effect maps for each tract (Thiebaut de Schotten
et al., 2011b). To obtain the group effect maps, we started by calculating a binary visitation map for
each tract of each subject. This map is a mask in MNI space where a voxel has a value of 1 if the tract
traverses that voxel and 0 if not. We created the group effect map for each tract through voxel-wise
statistics. The group effect map assesses the probability that a tract traverses each voxel. For this, we
rejected the null hypothesis that such tract does not traverse that voxel. We first smoothed the visitation
maps with a 2mm (FWHM) isotropic Gaussian to account for the uncertainty in spatial location of
resulting tractographies. This has the effect of reducing the importance of voxels traversed by stray
streamlines while keeping constant that of voxels belonging to a region densely traversed by the tract.
Then, we rejected the hypothesis that the voxel does not belong to the tract, i.e. the mean traversal
value over all subjects on that voxel is different to 0, by using a voxel wise t-test for a one-sample mean.
We calculated the significance corrected for multiple comparisons using permutation testing (10,000
iterations) to avoid a high dependence on Gaussian assumptions across subjects (Nichols et al., 2002).
Across-subject overlap of our automatic tract extraction pipeline shows tract volumes in agreement with
current literature in white matter anatomy. The whole set of 57 tracts was extracted from each subject
from a whole brain tractography consisting of 2 million tracts in less than 3:40 minutes (±10 seconds)
for each subject on a notebook (2.6 GHz intel Core i7, 16 GB memory; we show the speed of WMQL on
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one of these subjects in a video (Wassermann et al., 2016, Online Resource 1). The visitation maps of
the tracts extracted on each subject separately show a high overlap when superposed in MNI space (pvalue < 0.0001 corrected for multiple comparisons using permutation testing). Figure 3.7 (commisural
and cortico-thalamic shown in Wassermann et al., 2016, Figure 5) shows, for every tract association
tract and the CST, the surfaces where the visitation maps of all 77 subjects overlap at a p-value =
0.0001. Moreover, these surfaces constitute volumetric atlas of white matter tracts for our healthy
sample.
Although the tracts reported in this study were present in all 77 healthy subjects, we found variability
in their locations and trajectories. A higher variability, depicted as a smaller volume in Figure 3.7, was
found in the right hemisphere on the MdLF and extreme capsule fascicle (Ec) and on the left hemisphere
on the superior longitudinal fascicle I (SLF I). For all these cases, decreasing the significance threshold
from p < 0.0001 to p < 0.01 showed volumes consistent with dissection-based studies, available in the
case of the association tracts (see the references in Wassermann et al., 2016, Table 5).
The inter-individual variability we observed for each tract possibly reflects differences in tract volume
and pathway. Biological factors such as axonal density, diameter and myelination are factors known
to modulate the diffusion signal and are possible sources of the inter-individual variability at a microstructural level (Beaulieu, 2002). Age, gender and handedness can also be sources of this variation
(Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2011b; Lebel et al., 2012). However, other methodological explanations
should be considered. Though the warping technique we used to normalize the brains into MNI space
has been shown to be highly reproducible, it may produce small errors in the alignment (Avants et al.,
2011). Such errors, even if they are small are likely to introduce variability in the group effect maps of
the tracts. Another source of this variability is the intrinsic error in the tractography algorithms. For
example, all tractography algorithms suffer from problems due to error accumulation along the traced
tracts (Lazar et al., 2003), which might lead to a high variability in longer tracts.
The White Matter Query Language: Advantages and Limitations
Few approaches have formalized the descriptions of fascicles, which comprise the white matter of the
human brain using data from dMRI. Wakana et al. (2004) and Catani et al. (2008) have used manually
placed ROIs to guide the tractography or tract-selection in the brain, but find a major limitation in
reproducibility. This is not surprising given that ROI placement is completely dependent on the
operator’s judgment thus leading to concerns about the intra-and inter-operator reproducibility (Catani
et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2010). This limitation results in large variability for tract-tracing procedures
affecting the results of posterior analyses. Several approaches have been proposed to solve these
problems, relying on fixed definitions and simple but robust procedures (e.g. Yendiki et al., 2011;
Yeatman et al., 2012), on clustering approaches (e.g. Wang et al., 2011a), or on a combination of
the former two techniques (e.g. O’Donnell et al., 2007; Wassermann et al., 2010; Siless et al., 2018).
Although these techniques effectively solve the reproducibility problem, they are still limited by two
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Cortico-Spinal Tract

Optic Radiation

Figure 3.7: As colored volumes, we show the iso-surfaces at p-value = 0.0001 (corrected for multiple comparisons) corresponding to 10 association tracts and 2 projection ones.
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main issues:
1. Operator experience: the system is critically dependent on the level of technical proficiency of
the operator. This involves the anatomical knowledge to define the white matter tracts or on the
technical knowledge to fine-tune the clustering approaches, which may vary considerably.
2. These systems have been designed for a specific set of white matter tracts. However, many of
these definitions are still in discussion.
These requirements limit the breadth of the studies that can be performed using these techniques.
Using the WMQL approach, anatomical knowledge is represented as near-to-English queries derived
from textbook definitions. This can be seen, for example, in reviewing current definitions for association
tracts and their corresponding WMQL queries (Wassermann et al., 2016). The fact that our system is
in near-to-English formalizations of anatomical descriptions reduces the need for technical knowledge
of the operator, and the comprehensive set of definitions provided by Wassermann et al. (2016) serves
as a powerful complement to the operator’s anatomical proficiency (issue 1). WMQL is also useful in
cases in which the definitions change, or a tract that has not been catalogued in this paper is needed
for a study. In these cases, the description of the tract can be translated into a WMQL query in order
to automatically extract it from a dMRI image (issue 2). Furthermore, WMQL is independent of the
choice of atlas or brain parcellation and can be used with study-specific defined ROIs and a set of newly
defined queries. With respect to the set of logical operations included in ROI-based approaches (e.g.
Catani et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2010), the inclusion of the operations only, endpoints_in and the
relative positioning terms, see Figure 3.6, improves the expressive capabilities of WMQL allowing
for more flexible definitions. The unique trait of WMQL is the possibility to write the queries in
a text file or script that then can be used across studies and easily adapted. These definitions can
attain a high complexity level, while remaining readable. Once written, reused on a different dataset
by, preprocessing it and using a previously written script with the WMQL definitions. This renders
WMQL a flexible system to define white matter fascicles in terms of brain areas and extract them
from dMRI images. Finally, a recent independent study by Zhang et al. (2019) has shown that, for the
same set of tracts and in three large publicly available databases, machine learning-based methods and
WMQL enjoy comparable reproducibility. Furthermore, WMQL and a clustering-based method have
been recently combined to produce an anatomically-curated white matter atlas over the lifespan (Zhang
et al., 2018)
There are two important limitations, however, in the proposed approach. First, the results rely on the
quality of the tractography algorithm outputs, which, in turn, depend on the dMRI image preprocessing
and the choice of algorithm itself. An algorithm that yields traces that are not anatomically feasible,
or false positive streamlines which have shown to be common (Maier-Hein et al., 2017), will result in
noisier extracted fascicles; one that yields a very limited amount of curves will yield sparse extracted
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fascicles. Second, the results rely on the accuracy of the parcellation of the selected subject’s brain;
if the parcellation does not contain a segmentation of a brain structure of interest, a trajectory of
such an area cannot be specified. However, the possibility of specifying a region as a combination of
anatomical and relative position terms often overcomes this problem.

Chapter
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4

Selected Applications: Unveiling the
relationship between Brain Structure,
Cognition, and Diagnosis
In this chapter we present two selected applications spanned from methodological contributions previously presented. The first one, wielding the power of RTOP as a measure modulated by cellular size
in the human insular cortex using MAPL (Section 2.3), enables us to predict cognitive abilities. The
second one, based on WMQL (Section 3.3), enables the fine subdivision of the motor pathways in
Huntington’s disease (HD) and linking imaging markers with genetic predictors of functional decay.

4.1

Quantitative RTOP analysis reveals microstructural organization of human
insula and predicts cognitive control

The human insular cortex plays a critical role in identifying salient sensory, affective, and cognitive
cues for guiding attention and behavior (Nimchinsky et al., 1999). Dysfunction of the human insula and
its interconnected regions are now thought to be core features of several psychiatric and neurological
disorders (Goodkind et al., 2015; Namkung et al., 2017). The insula has a distinct cytoarchitectonic
profile, characterized by less differentiated cortical layers (Nimchinsky et al., 1999). Thus far, investigations of the distinct structural features of the human insular cortex have been based solely on
postmortem brains and have not been amenable to characterization using non-invasive brain imaging
techniques. Consequently, little is known about the normative microstructural organization of the
human insular cortex and its relation to behavior.
The insular cortex is a structurally heterogeneous brain region.

Its cytoarchitectonic organiza-
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tion has been investigated using histological techniques over the last century by several prominent
anatomists (von Economo, 1926; Allman et al., 2010). Stereological analyses of the insula have identified a cellular cortical architecture which differs considerably from the 6-layer granular architecture
seen in most cortical areas (Mesulam et al., 1985; Vogt et al., 1995). In a seminal study conducted
over three decades back, Mesulam et al. (1985) proposed the concept of “granularity”, based on the
presence of an inner granular layer, composed of small granule neurons, as a key feature for identifying the anatomical subdivisions of the insular cortex. In the ensuing years, several histological
studies (Allman et al., 2010; Morel et al., 2013) have focused on demarcating the microstructural
properties of insular subdivisions but no consensus has yet emerged about their precise boundaries
because of small sample sizes, limited insular divisions examined and high degree of variability across
individuals. Non-invasive brain imaging measures are therefore critically needed to address this major
gap.
Despite the lack of consistency and precision across previous histological studies, some general patterns
have emerged regarding the general cytoarchitectonic organization of the insula. The ventral-anterior
insula (vAI) has an agranular structure characterized by undifferentiated layers II/III and without a
fully expressed layer IV compared to the fully developed granular cortex with a canonical 6-layer
architecture. The dysgranular cortex has an intermediate profile that has been mainly observed in the
dorsal anterior aspects of the insula (Kurth et al., 2010). In contrast, large sections of the posterior
insula show a canonical granular structure (Kurth et al., 2010). A unique aspect of the neuronal
organization of the human insula is the presence of Von Economo neurons (VENs) that are present
in the anterior aspects of the insula (Namkung et al., 2017). VENs are projection neurons that differ
from the typical pyramidal neurons by virtue of their large spindle shape and thick basal and apical
dendrites (Seeley et al., 2012), which allow for speeded communication. The presence of VENs in the
human insula is thought to contribute to its unique and important role in goal-directed behaviors and
emotional regulation, through rapid processing of attentional, cognitive, interoceptive, emotional, and
autonomic signals (Craig, 2009). The lack of tools for assessing morphological alterations in the insula
in vivo and its relation to behavior has limited our understanding of the microstructural organization
of the insula in health and disease.
Here we exploit recent advances in multi-shell dMRI acquisition protocols and MAPL (Fick et al.,
2016a, Section 2.3) to determine the microstructural features of insular cortex using the normalized
RTOP density index (Mitra et al., 1995). The first aspect of our study involved leveraging a large (N
= 440) cohort of adult participants from the HCP, we evaluated RTOP across three major functional
subdivisions of the human insula and demonstrate that they are microstructurally distinct with profiles
consistent with its known agranular, dysgranular and granular organization. Finally, we examine
whether variation in microstructural features of the insula are related to behavior and individual
differences in cognitive control ability. Stability and cross-validation analysis are used to demonstrate
the robustness of our findings.
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4.1.1

Results and Discussion

To assess whether RTOP is a subsidiary measure for cytoarchitecture, we analysed RTOP over the
insula from 440 participants -36 years old, 261 female/179 male) was obtained from the HCP Q1–Q6
Data Release. In line with the monkey experiment in Section 2.3, we computed RTOP using MAPL to
account for dMRI image noise. The regularization parameter was selected through generalized cross
validation and the Return-To-Origin probability was computed analytically from the fitted MAPL
parameters. Finally, to render the RTOP probability comparable across subjects, we normalized it by
the average ventricular RTOP of each subject’s cortico-spinal fluid in the ventricles. In this way the
normalized RTOP quantifies the enhancement ratio over free diffusion (Mitra et al., 1995) specific to
each subject.
Normalized RTOP reveals insula microstructural gradients along the anterior-posterior and
dorsal-ventral axes
To delineate the microstructural organization of the human insula, we conducted a detailed profile
analysis and used directional statistics to characterize gradients in RTOP along its anterior-posterior
and ventral-dorsal axes (Figure 4.1).
For this, we projected the volumetric normalized RTOP of each subject over the vertices of a mesh
representing the insular cortex by following HCP’s methods. To assess if the normalized RTOP values
follow the anterior-to-posterior and inferior-to-superior cytoarchitectonic organization of the insular
cortex, we computed the normalized RTOP gradient field along the insular surface of each subject. For
each gradient, we estimated its main direction alongside a confidence interval (significance α = 0.05)
based on the von Mises-Fisher distribution (Kanti V Mardia, 2000). If the normalized RTOP has
a directional organization within each subject, then the confidence interval of each subject’s main
direction should be small. To assess that the main gradient directions obtained for each subject were
following a common direction, their mean and its confidence interval was computed. Furthermore, we
used a Rayleigh test to reject the hypothesis that the subjects’ main gradient directions were uniformity
distributed. To investigate normalized RTOP organization at a finer level, we repeated the estimations
made along the whole insular cortex in each of the three functional subdivisions. For each subject, we
first estimated the main gradient direction and its confidence interval within each subdivision. Then,
to study the consistency between the obtained directions, we computed their mean direction alongside
a confidence interval, and we used the Rayleigh test to reject the hypothesis that they were uniformity
distributed.
Figure 4.1A shows isolevels of normalized RTOP values in the insula at a group level. We found a low
dispersion of normalized RTOP gradients in both the left (0.18π ± 0.09π, SE M = 0.005) and right
(0.23π ± 0.10π, SE M = 0.005) hemispheres. We then assessed the significance of this finding using
the Rayleigh test, against the null hypothesis of a uniform directional distribution. We found strong
evidence for both anterior-to-posterior and ventral-to-dorsal gradient in the left insula (ci = 0.02π,
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Rayleigh statistic = 982, p < 1.0e-10, N=440, df=3) and a ventral-to-dorsal gradient in the right insula
(ci = 0.03π, Rayleigh statistic = 628, p < 1.0e-10, N=440, df=3).
We found strong evidence that normalized RTOP is sensitive to the cytoarchitectonic organization on
the insular cortex. Specifically, normalized RTOP gradients are consistent with the granular, agranular,
dysgranular insular subdivisions driven by a cortical layer populated with VENs. When analyzing
the functional subdivisions, the confidence intervals of their subject’s main direction showed a low
dispersion in the gradient field directions. This is the direction on the normalized RTOP gradients
of the functional subdivisions shown to be consistent within participants. At the group level, we
found strong evidence of an anterior-to-posterior and ventral-to-dorsal gradient in each subdivision
of both the left insula and the right insula (Figure 4.1B-C). Again, the confidence interval showed a
low dispersion, indicating a consistent pattern of gradients across participants. The lowest values of
normalized RTOP were localized to the vAI (Deen et al., 2011).
Analysis of microstructure isolines further revealed gradient ‘fingers’ from the vAI extending along a
ventral-dorsal axis. This pattern is strikingly consistent with findings from known cytoarchitectonic
features in the insula derived from studies of post-mortem brains (Allman et al., 2010). The vAI regions
where we observed the largest cell size (lower normalized RTOP) is also consistent with histological
studies that have found the highest density of VENs in this region (Figure 4.1D).
In sum, the anterior-posterior-ventral-dorsal gradients and the convergent findings from the three distinct functional subdivisions provides new quantitative insights into the microstructural organization of
the human insular cortex. The precise anatomical boundaries of the agranular, dysgranular, and granular architectonic areas within the human insula are not known, and differences in stereological methods
and criteria have led to different segmentation schemes of the insular cortex in primates (Roberts et al.,
1970; Paxinos et al., 2000). However, there is general consensus that the anterior and most of the
mid insula areas are agranular or dysgranular while the posterior most aspects are granular (Namkung
et al., 2017). The spatial gradient of normalized RTOP in the insular cortex along the dorsocaudalrostroventral axis provides new metrics for noninvasive in vivo analysis of the general cytoarchitectonic
organization in the insular cortex in the human brain and is an advance over previous studies that have
thus far been based on invasive histological and electrophysiological data of human and non-human
primates (Allman et al., 2010; Evrard et al., 2012; Evrard et al., 2014).
Insula microstructure predicts cognitive control ability
The human insula has been implicated in a broad range of cognitive functions (Nimchinsky et al.,
1999; Menon et al., 2010; Uddin, 2015), but links between its microstructural features and individual
differences in cognitive control abilities have not been previously examined. We used CCA with crossvalidation and prediction analysis to investigate the relationship between microstructural properties of
the insula and cognitive control ability.
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Fig. 3. Insula microstructure gradients along its anterior-posterior and dorsal-ventral axes. (A) RTOP
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Fig. 6. Insula microstructural features predict cognitive control abilities. (A) Canonical correlation analysis
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Behavioral measures consisted of a set of carefully chosen in- and out-scanner variables that are
highly relevant to cognitive control capacity. In-scanner behavioral task measures included n-back
working memory task accuracy and reaction time (RT), relational task accuracy and RT, and gambling
task percentage accuracy and RT for larger choice. Out-of-scanner behavioral measures consisted
of performance on List sorting, Flanker, Card sorting, Picture sequence tasks from the NIH toolbox
as well as the processing speed. Together, there were 11 behavioral measures. CCA is a statistical
method for examining the relationship between two multivariate sets of variables). Specifically, CCA
finds the optimal linear combination of two sets of variables that maximize the relation between them.
Prediction analysis was performed using leave-one-out cross-validation. In each iteration, brain and
behavioral data from one participant was selected as a test set and the remaining data were used
as a training set. CCA analysis was used to find the optimal combination weights of the brain and
behavioral measures. The weights were then applied to the test data to obtain predicted values for
brain and behavioral measures in CCA space. This procedure was repeated with each participant used
once as a test set. Pearson’s correlation was used to compute correlation between the predict brain and
behavioral measures.
Mean normalized RTOP values from the six insular subdivisions proposed by Deen et al. (2011,
shown in Figure 4.1B), 3 in each hemisphere, were used to predict cognitive-behavioral measures
associated with processing speed, working memory, response inhibition and cognitive flexibility. We
21
found a significant relation between insular normalized RTOP values and individuals cognitive control
abilities (Pillai’s trace=0.21, p<0.01). The canonical weights of the 1st latent variable in microstructural
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measures were significantly correlated with the canonical weights of the 1st latent variable in behavioral
measures (r=0.31, p<0.001, Figure 4.2a). A leave-one-out cross-validation procedure further revealed
that, based on microstructural properties of the insula, our CCA model could predict cognitive control
ability on unseen data (r=0.18, p<0.001, Figure 4.2b).
These results provide novel strong support for an association between the microstructural properties
of the insula and individual differences in cognitive control ability. Remarkably, machine learning
algorithms and cross-validation on the large HCP samples revealed that cognitive control abilities
could be predicted in a left-out sample with the strongest predictive weights in the right anterior insula.
Our findings provide novel in vivo evidence that the microstructural integrity of the insula is crucial for
implementing cognitive control. Gray matter lesions and insults to white matter pathways associated
with the insular cortex and pathways linking it to the salience network have also been shown to impair
cognitive control ability (Clark et al., 2008; Gläscher et al., 2012; Jilka et al., 2014). In particular, the
anterior insula, the key node in the salience network, is the most consistently and highly activated brain
region during tasks involving cognitive control (Swick et al., 2011; Cai et al., 2014). The strength of
effective connectivity between anterior insula and other regions in the core cognitive control networks
is modulated by cognitive demands (e.g. Cai et al., 2016). Aberrant connectivity of the anterior insula
has been associated with cognitive deficits in psychiatric disorders (Palaniyappan et al., 2013; Cai et al.,
2018; Taghia et al., 2018). Integrating these and other related findings, a prominent neurocognitive
model has proposed that the salience network, especially the anterior insula, plays an important
role in dynamically switching between other core brain networks to facilitate access to cognitive
resources (Menon et al., 2010). A unique feature of the human insular cortex that is thought support its
role in fast switching is the presence of VENs, whose large axons could be fundamental neuronal basis
for rapid signal relay between the anterior insula and anterior cingulate cortex as well as other brain
networks. Our findings provide convergent support for this hypothesis and demonstrate a link between
the unique microstructural features of the anterior insula and cognitive control function in humans, and
they provide new quantitative metrics for investigating multiple psychiatric and neurological disorders
known to impact the insula transdiagnostically (Goodkind et al., 2015).

4.2

Genetic load determines atrophy in hand cortico-striatal pathways in presymptomatic Huntington’s disease

Huntington’s disease is a genetic brain disorder that causes physical and mental decline, including
uncontrollable movements, emotional problems, and loss of thinking abilities. Huntington’s disease
is caused by expansion of cytosine-adenine-guanine (CAG) repeats in the Huntington (HTT) gene,
with a threshold of 36 or more repeats (Vonsattel et al., 1998). During the presymptomatic (i.e.
prodromal-HD) phase, individuals do not manifest the characteristic motor symptoms necessary for a
diagnosis, but they have been shown to exhibit mild subclinical cognitive, psychiatric and motor deficits.
Symptoms of HD vary between individuals and its progression may evolve over years before formal
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diagnosis. Studies show that brain atrophy occurs gradually and typically starts years before symptom
onset. Although this inherited disease currently has no cure, identification of reliable markers might
be useful for future Huntington’s disease clinical trials to monitor disease progression and evaluate
therapeutic efficacy (Ross et al., 2014).
HD causes progressive breakdown of striatal neurons. Standard white matter integrity measures
like fractional anisotropy and mean diffusivity derived from DTI were analyzed in prodromal-HD
subjects. However, they studied either a whole brain or specific subcortical white matter structures
with connections to cortical motor areas. In this work (Hong et al., 2018), we propose a novel
analysis of a longitudinal cohort of 243 prodromal-HD individuals and 88 healthy controls who
underwent two or more diffusion MRI scans as part of the PREDICT-HD study. Using WMQL we
separately traced specific white matter fiber tracts connecting the striatum (caudate and putamen)
with four cortical regions corresponding to the hand, face, trunk, and leg motor areas. A multitensor tractography algorithm with an isotropic volume fraction compartment (Malcolm et al., 2010)
allows estimating diffusion of fast-moving extra-cellular water in regions containing crossing fibers
and provides quantification of a microstructural property related to tissue atrophy. We analyzed tissue
atrophy rate separately in eight cortico-striatal pathways as a function of CAG-repeats (genetic load) by
statistically regressing out age effect from our cohort. The results demonstrate a statistically significant
increase in isotropic volume fraction (atrophy) bilaterally in hand fiber connections to the putamen with
increasing CAG-repeats. This connects the genetic abnormality, i.e. CAG-repeats, to an imaging-based
microstructural marker of tissue integrity in specific white matter pathways in HD. We also found that
isotropic volume fraction measures in eight cortico-striatal pathways are also correlated significantly
with total motor scores and diagnostic confidence levels, providing evidence of their relevance to HD
clinical presentation.
4.2.1

Results and Discussion

In this work, we analyzed the longitudinal diffusion MRI data set of prodromal-HD subjects acquired
as part of the PREDICT-HD project (Paulsen et al., 2014). We manually created a modification of the
Desikan-Killiany cortical atlas (Desikan et al., 2006) to produce a new atlas that includes delineations
of the hand, face, trunk, and leg sub-regions of the motor cortex. These new expert-defined atlas
regions were spatially mapped to the T1-weighted image of each individual subject. Whole brain
multi-tensor tractography was performed on the dMRI data and white matter tracts connecting the
striatum (caudate and putamen) with each of the four cortical motor regions were extracted by adapting
the CST query of WMQL (see Section 3.3), as shown in Figure 4.3. The isotropic volume fraction
was estimated in each of the fiber bundles (a total of sixteen fiber bundles; four cortico-caudal and four
cortico-putamen in each hemisphere) and mixed-effects models (Lindstrom et al., 1988) were used to
analyze the data as described in Hong et al. (2018, Section 2.1).
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Figure 4.3: White matter tracts connecting the striatum extracted by means of WMQL (top: caudate and bottom:
putamen) with four cortical motor regions (left to right: hand, face, trunk, and leg).

Differential rate of increase in the isotropic volume fraction with age
In Hong et al. (2018) we first show that isotropic volume fraction changes over age for different
sensorimotor areas. Then, we investigate which region shows a faster rate of increase in the isotropic
volume fraction (or atrophy). We estimated group trends of the tract-averaged isotropic water fraction
in different regions for both normal control and prodromal-HD subjects. In particular, we compared
the isotropic volume fraction difference between these two groups at age 50 (years), as the fit from
linear regression has the lowest uncertainty at this age. Specifically, we estimated the isotropic volume
fraction at age 50 for both groups and then computed their difference. To ensure robustness of the
results, we color coded the rates such that the blue bars indicate connections for which the slope was
statistically significant (after FDR correction). As shown in Figure 4.4 (top row), at the age of 50 years,
the average isotropic volume fraction in the prodromal-HD group is larger than that for the normal
control group in almost all cortico-striatal pathways. The top two significant fiber connections on the
list are hand to the bilateral putamen, as shown on the top right of Figure 4.4. In addition, the rate
of increase in the isotropic volume fraction in prodromal-HD subjects is also faster than controls in
almost all pathways. By discarding estimates with adjusted p-value larger than 0.05 (the gray bars in
Figure 4.4), the fiber bundles connecting hand and leg to right putamen show the fastest increase in
the isotropic volume fraction (i.e., fastest rate of atrophy). The fiber bundle connecting hand to left
putamen also shows similar rate of atrophy. Thus, after accounting for the normal degeneration rate
(from healthy controls), the cortico-striatal hand motor fibers seem to degenerate faster than other fiber
tracts in HD.
4.2.2

Isotropic volume fraction correlation with genetic load

The number of CAG repeats determines whether a subject will develop HD during his or her lifetime.
We aim to find the correlation between this genetic load and isotropic volume fraction in the prodromal-
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faster than
controls correlates
in almost all path4.2.3 Isotropic
volume
fraction
with
ways. By discarding estimates with adjusted p-value larger than .05

jects, and it further confirms that the putamen (and its motor connec-

tions) could play a critical role in early assessment of degeneration in

clinical
scores
Huntington’s
disease.

To further explore the relationship of the isotropic volume fraction with clinical scores, we used total
3.4 | Isotropic volume fraction correlates with clinical
right
putamen
show the
fastest
increase in confidence
the isotropic volume
fracmotor
scores
and
diagnostic
levels
of prodromal-HD subjects using linear mixed-effects
scores
tion (i.e., fastest rate of atrophy). The fiber bundle connecting hand to
models. These scores are used to define motor diagnosis in at-risk individuals, and we study them
left putamen also shows similar rate of atrophy. Thus, after accounting
To further explore the relationship of the isotropic volume fraction
in prodromal-HD
subjects.
In addition,
for each
area we
weused
average
thescores
isotropic
volume
for only
the normal
degeneration rate (from
healthy controls),
the corticowith motor
clinical scores,
total motor
and diagnostic
confi(the gray bars in Figure 4), the fiber bundles connecting hand and leg to

striatal hand motor fibers seem to degenerate faster than other fiber

dence levels of prodromal-HD subjects using linear mixed-effects mod-

tracts in Huntington’s disease.

els. These scores are used to define motor diagnosis in at-risk
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prodromal-HD group for white matter connections to left caudate, left putamen, right caudate, and right putamen (from top to bottom).
age) and CAG repeats in prodromal-HD group for white matter connections to left caudate, left putamen, right
Lines depict estimates of group trends, gray areas indicate their 95% confidence intervals, and bars indicate the corresponding p-values of
caudate, and right putamen (from top to bottom). Lines depict estimates of group trends, gray areas indicate
the estimated intercepts (b0 ) and slopes (b1 ). The title of each sub-figure details tractography connections and the number of scans for
their
95%connections
confidence
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ofbetheviewed
estimated
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which
robust
wereintervals,
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total scans
in prodromal-HD
group [Color
figure can
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and slopes (β1 ). The title of each sub-figure details tractography connections and the number of scans for which
robust connections were obtained out of total scans in prodromal-HD group.
individuals, and we study them only in prodromal-HD subjects. In addi-

(Poudel et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2016). Using our multi-tensor and iso-

tion, for each motor area we average the isotropic volume fraction

tropic volume compartment model, we found no statistically significant

from the bilateral tracts of the caudate or the putamen. The experimen-

differences in the rate of change of FAt (slope) with age between the

tal results are shown in Figure 6. In all regions except for trunk to the

prodromal-HD and normal control group. We note that the FAt mea-

caudate for testing total motor scores correlation, the isotropic volume

sure used in this work is obtained from the principal diffusion tensor

fraction was significantly correlated with both total motor scores and

estimated and oriented along the fiber tracts and thus is different than

diagnostic confidence level with p < .05 (see FDR corrected p-values in

the standard DTI-based fractional anisotrophy measure (which does

Supporting Information Table S4).

not account for crossing fibers). Further, FAt also did not correlate with
CAG-repeats in the prodromal-HD subjects. The change in mean diffu-

3.5 | Exploratory tissue fractional anisotropy (FAt) and
mean diffusivity analyses

sivity (proportional to the trace of the principal diffusion tensor) with
age also did not differ between the two groups, except for the fiber
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with abnormality in specific cortico-striatal white matter tracts using an
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of Huntington’s
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motor
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hand
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(Figure 5).
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a
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of
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by
delineating
specific
fiber
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in Figure 4.6. In all regions except for trunk to the caudate for testing total motor scores correlation,
The fibers connecting the cortical hand motor area demonstrate more
connecting the striatum with four cortical motor regions, that is, hand,
the isotropic volume fraction was significantly correlated with both total motor scores and diagnostic
atrophy than other motor areas. While our study connects the imaging,
face, trunk, and leg. Our approach utilizes the dependency in the longiconfidence
level
p < 0.05
et al.,
2018, genetic
see FDR
corrected
p-values
in Supplementary
and behavioral
measures
(motor scores),
a recent study (Collins,
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We analyzed
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material,
Table a4).measure of tissue atrophy, in the corticostriatal pathways and determined its correlation with age, genetic load,

related with CAG-repeats and could be used as a longitudinal behav-

and clinical severity scores.

ioral marker to assess progression of Huntington’s disease. In a similar

Previous studies on Huntington’s disease often performed group

spirit, we believe that the proposed isotropic volume fraction estimated

comparison between Huntington’s disease (or prodromal-HD) subjects

in the white matter tracts connecting the hand motor area could be

and normal controls based on CAP scores (Zhang et al., 2011; Shaffer

used as an imaging marker of disease severity with possible use to

et al., 2017). The CAP score is computed using the number of CAG

monitor therapeutic interventions.

repeats and the subject’s age. Here, instead of using the CAP score, we

Furthermore, our results confirm earlier results on the volumetric

demonstrate a direct correlation of the isotropic volume fraction with

loss in both caudate and putamen (Niccolini & Politis, 2014). A faster

CAG-repeats, by removing aging related effects in our longitudinal

volume loss rate is detected in the caudate in prodromal-HD, as shown

data. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that the

in Figure 2. This result is consistent with the previous studies on longi-

genetic load in the prodromal-HD group has been shown to correlate

tudinal change in basal ganglia volume and studies on rate of caudate
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5

Conclusions
In this dissertation I presented different contributions towards improving our understanding of the
relationship between the human brain’s tissue and architecture, and cognition and neurological disease. Two methodological contributions towards enhancing the quality of microstructural analysis and
reducing the data acquisition requirements were presented in Chapter 2. Two methodological contributions towards dividing the brain into large discrete sections to ease the conceptualisation and analysis
of brain function and neurology were presented in Chapter 3. Finally, two applications were presented
in Chapter 4: one linking cytoarchitecture to cognition; one linking macrostructure to diagnosis and
motor function decay.
There is, however, something that this research has brought into light. The lack of a common framework to express and perform, document, and reproduce neuroanatomy, and probably neuroscience,
experiments. Neuroscience is at an inflection point. The 150 year-old cortical specialization paradigm,
in which cortical brain areas have a distinct set of functions, is experiencing an unprecedented momentum with over 1000 articles being published each year. However, this paradigm is reaching its
limit. Recent studies show that current approaches to atlas brain areas, like relative location, cellular
population type, or connectivity, are not enough on their own to characterize a cortical area and its
function unequivocally (Zilles et al., 2013; Ding et al., 2016; Glasser et al., 2016). Moreover, cortical
functions are prone to changing size and location on the cortex due to plasticity processes (Duffau,
2015). Consequently, it is difficult to translate the cortical specialization map from one individual to
another, hindering the reproducibility and advancement of neuroscience. The field is in dire need of a
universal standard to specify cortical regions and their connectivity: a novel formal language allowing
neuroscientists to simultaneously specify tissue characteristics, relative location, known function, and
connectional topology for the unequivocal identification of a given cortical region. Neuroscience needs
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a domain specific language.
From this work, I draw the conclusion that a unified formal language for neuroanatomy, much as
WMQL presented in Section 3.3, will boost our understanding of the brain. By defining brain regions,
networks, and cognitive tasks through a set of formal criteria, i.e. equations, expressed in a syntax
resembling standard neuroanatomical and cognitive vocabulary, researchers will be able to query,
synthesize and integrate data within and across diverse studies. In doing so, a neuroanatomical DSL
will accelerate the development of neuroscience by providing a way to evaluate anatomical specificity,
test current theories and develop new hypotheses.
The large nomenclature inconsistency in cognitive sciences and neuroanatomy has long hampered the
development of the neurosciences (Poldrack et al., 2016; Tremblay et al., 2016; Wassermann et al.,
2016). Recent ontology-based approaches proposed to address this issue can be seen as the embryo of
a formal language for neuroanatomy. Ontologies provide 3 major advantages (Poldrack et al., 2016):
a controlled vocabulary; a framework for annotating data such as cortical areas involved in a cognitive
task; and a tool to infer relations between concepts which are absent in the initial dataset. Despite
being able to identify brain areas based on cognitive involvement (Yarkoni et al., 2011), ontologybased approaches can’t perform inference based on continuous characteristics of brain tissue such as
cell density or functional response (Glasser et al., 2016). This limits their ability to solve a fundamental
problem in current neurosciences: relating specific neurobiological traits to cognitive tasks.
Alternative approaches study the relationship between cognition and neurobiology through brain
parcellations on the grey and white matter. These are based on multiple neurobiological traits such
as architecture, function, connectivity or topography (Zilles et al., 2013; Glasser et al., 2016). These
techniques are able to synthesize continuous information on brain tissue and relate it to cognitive
tasks (Glasser et al., 2016). However, these approaches are hampered by important sources of brain
variability: individual brains are known to have atypical topological arrangements challenging the
cross-subject spatial matching hypotheses underlying these approaches; moreover, even if an optimal
spatial mapping across brain tissue and topology exists, functional localization is prone to be situated
in different areas across individuals (Ding et al., 2016; Tremblay et al., 2016) and can change size and
location through plasticity (Duffau, 2015). In short, individual variability is not noise (Zilles et al.,
2013).
To summarize, both brain tissue parcellation methods and ontology-based approaches have important
limitations when it comes to handle the complexity of the human brain. Evidence across the board
points to the need for a novel methodology to define neuroanatomical and cognitive taxonomies. A
methodology allowing these taxonomies to be defined unequivocally across studies, and able to capture
individual and population variability beyond the limitations of spatial matching.
The unprecedented availability of large population multimodal imaging (Glasser et al., 2016), ultrahigh resolution histology (Amunts et al., 2013; Ding et al., 2016), and controlled representations of
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cognitive tasks (Poldrack et al., 2016) provides a unique opportunity to gain insight into the organisation
of the brain. There is a need to capitalize on these resources, provided by project such as HCP and
Human Brain Project, to address the lack of a unified formal language for neuroscience by building a
computational model of multimodal brain analysis, a Domain Specific Language for neuroanatomy.
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Acronyms
AABB axis-aligned boundary box
AHC agglomerative hierarchical clustering
AF arcuate fascicle
CAG cytosine-adenine-guanine
CCA canonical correlation analysis
dAI dorsal-anterior insula
CDT conventional streamline tractography
CST cortico-spinal tract
dMRI diffusion weighted magnetic resonance imaging
DSL domain specific language
DTI diffusion tensor imaging
DWI diffusion weighted image
EAP ensemble average propagator
EC extrinsic connectivity
Ec extreme capsule fascicle
FC functional connectivity
HARDI high angular resolution dMRI
HD Huntington’s disease
IOFF inferior occiptio-frontal fascicle
ILF inferior-longitudinal fascicle
fMRI functional MRI
FWHM full witdh at half maximum
GLM generalized linear model
GPA Gaussian phase approximation
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HCP human connectome project
MAPL laplacian-regularised mean apparent propagator imaging
MAP mean apparent propagator imaging
MdLF middle longitudinal fascicle
MRI magnetic resonance imaging
MSD mean squared displacement
NMR nuclear magnetic resonance
NPA narrow pulse approximation
PI posterior insula
RTAP return to axis probability
RTOP return to origin probability
RTPP return to plane probability
vAI ventral-anterior insula
VEN Von Economo neuron
WMQL white matter query language
ODF orientation distribution function
ROI region of interest
RT reaction time
SGA standard genetic algorithm optimization
SLF I superior longitudinal fascicle I
SNR signal-to-noise ratio
STD standard deviation
UF uncinate fascicle

